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Students Meet overNew Law 

by Bob Esposito 

An emergency meeting was called to would be a ' bureaucratic nightmare,'" 
discuss the effects of the Solomon Driscoll explained . Registration, 
Amendment and Selective Service on Driscoll said, involves forms, people to 
students. The Solomon Amendment, do the registering, places to hold the 
enacted in July 1983, is an amendment registration, the providing of 
of the Military Selective SerVice Act transportation for draftees, and many 
which requires all 18-24 year old males other operations. Once th~ data on · 
to register for the draft in order to eligible recruits is collected, "it must be 
ra:eive any government education transmitted to government computers, 
grants, loans, or work assistance under banked in a retrievable form and a 
ntle IV of the Higher Education Act of lottery must then be held to determine 
1965. who will be the first recruits . I don't 

Representatives from Selective think I would be kidding anyone if I said 
Service, Dean of Students Chuck it could take a month for the entire 
Fisher, and a spokesman from the process," Driscoll added. "There is a 
Westchester People's Action Coalition, need to have the registration held before 
were invited by the Purchase Student an emergency. Without it you might as 
Union to speak about how the Solomon well hang it up." 
Amendment and Selective Service Chuck Fisher explained what the 
affects students at SUNY Purchase. Solomon Amendment's impact would 

Mike Driscoll, a representative from be on students and on Purchase. Fisher 
Selective Service, related the Military'S said that unless a male student complies 
need for a registration. "In the event with selective service registration he will 
that there is a national emergency, the be ineligible for: Pell Grants, Federally 
Presi.dent, through the Department of Guaranteed Student Loans, plus loans, 

:Defense, would request Selective alas loans, workstudy programs, 
Service to produce the first group of supplemental educational opportunity 
recruits at training camps within two program, and the National Direct 
weeks. Within 30 days 100,000 men Student Loan program. 
would have to bein the camps," Driscoll The results of students not receiving 
said. "If there was an emergency this aid would be "catastrophic" for 
tommorrow, and there was no prior 

See Solomon, page 4 registration, the recrui,ting of men 

SpeakerPromptsBomh Scare 

by David Schwartz 

The appearance on campus of John South last Tuesday that it was the 
Hatchett , a controversial black . school, and the public safety officers 
historian, apparently prompted a bomb who purpos'ely created the· 
scare at Campus Center North last "emergency," to disrupt his talk. 
Tuesday night. ·In a letter to The Load on May 4, 

Public Safety officers and Harrison Lewinter claimed that Hatchett referred 
Police shut down the building for . to whites as "the ugliest race," and that 

he called Lewinter a "white asshole." several hours and surrounded it with 
Lewinter also claimed that Hatchettpatrol cars. 

The scare disrupted Hatchett's told a group of students after his talk 
scheduled appearance in the Fireside that Jews are "the scum of the earth." 
Loun ge at the Black Student In a response to Lewinter's letter, 
Association's Kwanza celebration. DEO Instructor Thomasenia Hutchins 

claimed in the May II Load that
The event was moved to Campus Lewinter's "inflammatory remarks and

Center South. Ironically, the phoned-in personal verbal attack on Hatchett...led
bomb scare, which came from the to their verbal exchange." 
Jewish Defense League according to Ms. Hutchins went on to say,
Mark Albrecht, Director of Public "Students should be exposed to the
Safety, also -disrupted another event, wide spectrum of available speakers." 
the Ruach Chanukah celebration. Leaders of the Black Student 

Hatchett, a militant speaker who Association could not be reached for 
spoke here in April and got into a verbal comment as to why Hatchett was 
fight with math professor Marty invited back to campus to speak again, 
Lewinter, claimed while speaking at after the controversy this April. 

Will It Be Flexibility or 

Rigidity in the Distribution? 


by Eva Papp 
The All-Campus Senate, a ruling course offered as long as the necessary 

body made up of students, faculty and prerequisites are met. Under the new 
administration, passed the proposed proposal this will no longer be the case. 
core curriculum during their Nov. 30th For starts, the number of required 
meeting. Yet to be voted on is the 'courses will be increased from four to 
proposal to expand the distribution eight. The thirty-two credits this 
requirement from four to eight courses. involves will be distributed between the 

The core currici,llum which was four divisions, with each division 
passed necessitates two semesters of getting eight of the overall amount. But 
Freshmen Studies instead of one, a there is yet one further restriction which 
bridge course which is currently being students will have to adhere to when 
structured to integrate the Arts division fulfilling this distribution. 
and Letters & Sciences, and an Exit As it is presently worded in the 
course which will be required of all proposal, a student must take two . 
seniors. This new core of courses adds courses in each division, the first course 
an .extra eight credits to the list of to be selected from a special list. 
compulsory credits a student must take Though presented by division, the list of 
to graduate from Purchase. courses will not be decided by the 

The proposal for an expanded divisions, but by a special committee 
distribution requirement, which has not formed with the express purpose of 
been voted on as of yet, but which is on drawing up such a list. In this way the 
the agenda for the Dec. 14th meeting, college will have more control over the 
will rigidify a student's schedule yet kinds of courses students take to fulfill 
further. Presently a student is required their requirement. The second of the 
to take a course in each of four two courses required in each division 
divisions: Natural Science, Social will be left !lP to the student's choice, as 
Sciences, Humanities and the Arts. 

See Distribution, page 4 Students have the freedom to take any 

Theatre X is Discontinued 

by Eva Papp 

Theatre X, the monthly literary opposition, the MOA charter was 
supplement carried in The Load, has passed . _ 
been disbanded. The decision to Faced with the task of establishing a 
discontinue the magazine was the result working relationship between the two 
of a redefinition of the newspaper's publications, a meeting was called in 
interests, and the emergence of MOA which representatives of The Student 
(Magazine of the Arts), a new Senate, MOA and The Load, as well as 
organization which will be putting out a Deanne Molinari, fleshed out spheres of 
monthly magazine dedicated to the Arts interests for each organization. It was 
at Purchase. hoped that defining interests would help 

When the MOA charter was passed 'avoid conflict between the two 
by the Student Senate on October 27th, organizations. 
it met with resistance from The Load In examining the purpose of a 
editors. - Much of The Load dissent newspaper, it was decided that a literary 

. stemmed from the fact that the material supplement such as' Theatre X fell more 
which MOA intended to cover within the bounds of an Arts magazine 

appeared to overlap with the work done 
 than it did a newspaper. "Newspapers 

by The Load. It was feared that are for communicating news, letting

duplication of material would cause 
 people know what's going on. The 

competition, and affect the number of 
 material we print is timely and relevant, 
submissions made to The Load. Despite but does not have the staying capacity 

of literature," commented Eva Papp, 
current editor of The Load. "Besides, 
we only have so many resources, and it 
makes sense to concentrate on doing 
one thing, and doing it well." 

Although Theatre X has been 
discontinued, space for printing such 
material is still available. Along with · 
publishing theatre criticism, two
dimensional art, research papers and 
such related work, MOA will also be 
accepting poetry, short stories and 
photography. MOA's first issue is due 
to come out at the beginning of next 
semester. 

"The idea of a literary magazine is a 
good one," said Ms. Papp, "and 

;. definitely needed on a campus such as 
~~~ this. Theatre X was an answer to that 

......~~" need'; I hope that its incorporation into 
MOA will give it a chance to expand 
and develop." 
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Elizabeth Kuhn Replaces 


Mole as New A ssistant Dean 

by John Goolrick 

Elizabeth Kuhn, former director of left is doing so the students are looked 
Residence Life and Housing at the on as whole human beings." 
University of Pittsburgh, has taken over Kuhn got her B.A. at SUNY Geneseo 
as Assistant Dean of Students for then went on for her masters at Urbana 
Campus and Residential Life, a College in Ohio. After her education, 
position that Richard Mole _vacated Ms.Kuhn got some experience working 

as a Resident Director and then as
after being at Purchase only six weeks. Director of Residence Life and Housing 
After two weeks at Purchase, Ms. Kuhn before accepting her position here.
says she "likes Purchase because the Asked why she left Pittsburgh, Kuhn 
students on this campus really want to responded, "In this field the only way to 
see things happen," and that she is "here advance is to switch institutions." to stay." Ben Hogan, Director of Student 

Because there is a high turnover rate Affairs at Purchase, said Kuhn was 
of faculty and staff at Purchase, hired "because she obviously has the 
"students feel it must be us, our school, expertise we're looking for. She has a lot 
that is the problem. That is untrue," of experience selecting and training 
says Kuhn. She finds Purchase exciting student staff and in developing 
because "they combine residence and 1eadership programs for students." 
campus life here, which allows for better Kuhn, who lives on campus, said she 
coordination. It's happening all over the hadn't encountered any problems so far 
country in this profession, and it's what except for she and the staff"getting used 
I was trying to institute at Pittsburgh. to working with each other," but that 
This way the right hand knows what the she'd been made to feel very welcome. 

A Student-Union Report: 


A ctivism at Purchase 

by Roger Logan 

Is education political, and is politics involvement in Central America. 
educa5Jonal? Is the fate of the Butler The setting up a forum on Draft 
building more important to Purchase registration and financial aid, with 
students that "the fate of the Earth?" In representatives from Selective Service, 

discussions, the members of the a Draft counselling service, and Dean of 

Purchase Student Union tried to define Students Chuck Fisher, to present 

what the concerns of a Student Union students with legal and ethical options 

should be, and what kind of activity on the question of whether or not to 

they should be involved in. Tentatively register. 

what -has been decided is that With the help of Terran 

specifically campus issues, as well as Conciousness, the organizing ofa group 

global issues like the nuclear arms race, viewing of the movie The Day After, 


-'are equally campus concerns, and that with a discussion afterwards on nuclear 

the Student Union should discuss, war, and strategies for action to prevent 

educate, and develop plans for action it, and the next day setting up letter 

that recongize these issues. The writing tables where students wrote to 

foHowing list spells out some of the President Reagan or their 

Purchase Student Union's activities this Congressio_nal representatives about 

semester, and as can be seen, the goal the Arms Race. 

seems to be to reassess educational oThe instigation of a letter writing 

policy, improve the campus campaign, where students wrote to their 

community, end all war, and bring N.Y. State Representatives expressing 

peace and social justice to all peoples of their opinions on a law to raise the 

the world before the start of summer drinking age to 21. 

vacation. 


The arranging for studentThe Student Union urges anyone 
participation in a Vigil in White Plains who wants to participate, complain, 
to remember the people who are being propose ideas and projects, or bake 
killed in wars in Central America and cookies for the members, to come to 
the Caribbean, and setting up a letter Student Union meetings, Monday 
writing table for students to voicenights at 9:00 in the Fireside Lounge. 
opinions about American involvement Some of the things accom plished this 
in those wars. semester have been: 

The establishing of a committee to The organization of voter 
submit student proposals to theregistration drive, and the defense of a 
Educational Policy Committee, and to student's right to register on his or her 
assess the needs of the campuscollege campus. 
community and examine the possiblity Helping the Neuman Community 
of bringing together campusorganize the Oxfam Fast for a World 
organizations and services in oneHarvest, so money could be raised to 
unifying space. help people in poor countries grow 

enough food to feed themselves. In addition to these and other 
oThe creation of a Student Solidarity activities, the Student Union members 

Day, where a human chain of students gave demonstrations of gender 
symbollically united the Campus by dynamics (men, in general, talk a lot 
stretching from CCS to CCN. Students more and a lot louder than women-not 
heard faculty speak on political action, me of course); had fun; got bored; fell in 
and how student issues relate to broader love; fell out of love; fell out of chairs; 
political issues. and managed to get covered with paint 
oWith the help of the Women's Union, while making posters. 

the organizing of transportation for If you can't wait to participate in 
Purchase students to a rally in these and other fun activities, join up 

The Student Senate 

Tries Their Hand 


A t Wit and Politics 

by Marianne Morris 

The Student Senate is fun! Who recommends to President 
The 'Student Senate is challenging! Grebstein how he should distribute the 
The Student Senate spends lots of college's budget? 
money! Who decides whether or not to institute 

a Core Curriculum? Student·Senators are trendy! 
Who votes on doing away with student Student Senators get things done! 
evaluations? .Student Senators have lots of money! 
Who votes on keeping the senior thesis?

Well, maybe that last statement isn't 
quite true ... The All College Senate, that's who. 

'Just about every important issue BeingBUT 
the Purchase community is addressed 

Right now the Stud~nt Senate has by the ACS. This group makes the 
several open seats, and we know tha~ decisions that effect all of us. Next 
there are plenty of you out there who semester students will be needed on 
would just love an opportunity to get several subcommittees of the ACS: 
involved in student government here at 
Purchase and help enrich student life. 3 on the Curriculum Committee 
You know who you are. Don't be shy. I on the Budget Committee 
Come to a Senate meeting (every 2 on the Admissions and Standards 
Monday at 4:30 in the CCN Conference Committee 
Room) and check it out. You've 3 on Academic Review for lAS 
probably never seen so many trendy students 
people spend so much money so 3 on Academic Review for School 
quickly. the Arts students 

6 on Campus Life Committee 

~ 

OPEN SEATS ON THE STUDENT 
3 on Mfirmative Action Committee SENATE: 
2 on the Awards Committee Dance 

Theatre Arts & Film 
Commuter Do any of these issues interest you? 
Continuing Education They should. For more information 
Ej F Wing (Dorms) about each Committee's functions, 
Natural Science meeting schedule, etc., drop by the 

Student Senate Office and pick up aIf you are a member of any of those 
copy of the ACS By-Laws. constituencies, this is your chance. 


Don't think twice. JOIN THE Your school needs you! Get involved 

ENATE!! and make a difference at Purchase. 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I FROM THE ,PUB I 

I 
Monday, TueSday,.Thursday . 7='9 

Wednesday, Frl day_______ 4 6 
Saturday __________________ 7-9 I ~ 

I 
S_ 6O'C :att ,,00:10 PitChe':J 

Washington, D.<;., t:> protest tT.S. today. It's your Student Union. ~ 
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Prof: Fired for Economic Reasons 

A high enrollment in the C. E. evening 

by Amy McCoy classes relating to business and finance 
indicates to Seigal that the field ofAs of August 31, 1984, Alan 
macroeconomics is an area of great Sadovnik, a sociology teacher here at 
growth potential.' That business andPurchase, will no longer be with us. 
finance have assumed a dispropor

Citing institutional need, Nat Seigal, 
tionate degree of popularity on a

Vice President for Academic Affairs, nation-wide scale is obvious. But what 
has issued his termination. Currently 

the economics department wants is
Sadovnik teaches three courses in the another question. Says Peter Bell, "We
sociology department, as well as 

never made the proposal to expand in
intermediate writing to L&S and EOP that direction. The economics
students. Arguing that six sociologists is 

department doesn't want to develop a 
large by Purchase' standards for a business program." The ec·onomics
board of study, Seigal suggests that the department desires a professor trained 
line could better be used by the in microeconomics. Says Bell, "There is
economics department, which currently a real need for someone to serve both
has ony three lines. positions. " 

As a junior untenured faculty Seigal stresses that the, "Budget is
member, formerly employed in the 

always on my mind.! try to think about
DEO pro~ram, Sadovnik's position is what we need, what the optimum 

disti'ibution of faculty will be ... the 
decision rested on my shoulders .. .it's 
not a science, you have to make ., dieagree with their judgements." By developing a business 

defiDition of iDIItitu· and finance program in the evening 
hours, Seigal hopes to attract C.E. 
students that would otherwise be unable 
to attend classes. 

It is, indeed, the business of the 
administration to attract students. 

dow need." 

especially vulnerable'. As it now standB Sadovnik's classes are large and
he is the only faculty member not to be popular; we know he works. In an over
reinstated after the devastating effects all effort to improve the standard of
of the budget cuts. That his absence will education at Purchase much attention
be sorely felt is not denied. The more has been turned to the Lower Division. 
pertinent issue is this: Should he be let Alan Sadovnik's committment and 
go at all? dedication to his DEO and EOP

Alan Sadovnik began teaching here 
at Purchase in 1978 as a . part-time 
Sociologist in DEO. Since then he has 
assumed a full-time position in the 
sociology department, teaching the "They need people 
introductory level Social-Pyschology Uke me. The .tudenu 
sequence. He also has continued to agree."
teach writing courses (that he formerly ..... 

ooffered in the DEO program) to EOP :r 
::land L&S students. He advises over 
~thirty students a year, monitors senior 
2 ...1 --------------theses, and is heavily involved in ~ students has been evident. The writing 

campus and community life. Before his courses that Sadovnik teaches fufill a 
termination Sadovnik was requested to vital need of this college. Says Seigal, 
implement a program in quantitative "The needs of EOP students must be able to absorb the increased load of Sadovnik's two classes in, the sociology methodology (a computer course for picked up by more than one person. It isSadovnik's students. Seigal states, "It is department witness a total of 71which he is trained), which he planned a general college need. Manyfacultyaremy judgement that the sociology students.to do, as well as teach in the Freshman going to have to be more sympathetic. department is capable of teaching When questioned about his decision Studies program in the spring. Alan is quite good at it, but he can't beSocial Psychology. There are some light to expand the economics department,Sadovnik's classes are popular and the only person." courses ... those will have to be dropped Seigal responded, "You build a college well-enrolled. The evaluations of his Currently there exists a "requestfor the more popular ones." with inner strength .. . Economics in most students have been consistently well budget" for Purchase for the coming However, Seigal's decision to expand schools is an important and viableabove average. The Divisional Review year. The request is for an increasedthe economics department seems to rest discipline. The sheer fact is that 3 people Committee, DEO, Dr. Renneth budget, calling for six new faculty andupon the notion that "supply creates the is not ellough to run a department...we Sorhaindo, and Dean Utter have ten other positions. Granted, it isdemand." The economics department, want another person who hasunanimously recommended Sadovnik's unlikely that each request will beas it now stands, is not a popular competence in areas that we have nopromotion upon the completion of his provided for, but some increase in funds division. In the six economics classes depth in."PhD, and a two-year contract that is likely. Why couldn't the economics being taught this semester, there is a Just what these areas are that Seigalwould lead him to a possible tenure. department be expanded through thetotal of only 83 students enrolled: wishes to explore is a whole other issue.Upon receipt of these reccomen new budget? Nat Seigal explains that 
dations, Nat Seigal argued that, despite the college has committed itself to 
Sadovnik's indisputable qualifications various new programs, such as a 
as a teacher and an active, concerned masters program in design technology. 

"Even if we get the six lines, they are 
already used up. As valuable as Alan is, 
there are other areas whose needs are

"U the que.tion i. more pressing." 
Seigal goes on to say, "If the question 

is whether Alan will leave a void behind 
whether Sadovnik 
will leave a void 

. him, the answer is yes. There are manybehind him, the voids. For itlstance, we don't have 
ulRIer i. ye•." people to teach in a masters of Fine Arts 

program." Sadovnik comments,"1 
disagree with their definition of 
institutional need. It is very detrimental 

participant in college affairs, his area of to higher education if a college doesn't 
study and research overlap with those of ~ recognize quality performance and 
the existing sociology professors. Seigal S' reward it if they have the opportunity. I 
maintains that it is in the best interests ~ was told: Nothing I could have done 
of the college to offer the line instead to ; would have made any difference. My 
the fledgling economics department. ~ service, while appreciated, was seen as 
Seigal maintains that even without the expendable. They need people like me. 
line, the sociology department will be The students agree." 

A.lan Sadovnik. Sociology teacher · here at "Purchase. 

A.lIln Sadovnlk giving blood in (he recent student-run drive. 
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Airport Threatens Purchase 

By Noah Kaufman 

•The quality of residence and 
academic life will be gravely altered by 
federal and county attempts to increase 

,the use of the Westcllester County 
airport, according to documents 
received this week. 

Several students and thousands of 
campus neighbors have learned that 
Westchester County Airport might 
become the New York area's fourth 
largest commercial airport as the 
county board of legislators seek to bring 
the jet-port in step with "progress" as 

] 
rIJ 

c:: 

Jl '" 
, . . I 

mandated by the Federal government. 
In 1982 when the County board of 

legislators made a deal for federal 
funding of the airport, they signed away 
a night-time curfew on airtraffic, and 
more importantly, they signed to allow 
the Federal Aviation Administration, 
the nations Air traffic controllers, to 
designate our northern neighbor as a 

• continued .
Distribution from page 1 

long as she/ he meets the necessary 
prerequisites. 

This is the way the proposal currently ' 
reads. Yet there are alternative ideas 
about the way it should read. Those that 
advocate tighter control by the college 
-over a student's education feel that 
restrictions should be placed on the 
second distribution course as well as the 
first. An example of such a restriction 
would be mandatory sequencing of 
courses. In other words, if a student 
took Bio. I, she/ he would be expected 
to take Bio. 2. Another idea is to have 
students take an Intro. course in a 
particular department, and then have 
the second course be an upper divisional 
'course in that same department. A 
student would then have to take two 
courses in one department, instead of 
having the option of taking a course in 
two different ones, even though both 
departments fell within the same 
division. For example, if a student took 
an Intro. sociology course, they would 
have to take an upper division sociology 
course for their second course instead of 
say political science or economics. 
, Those who feel the distribution 
requirement is necessary, yet want it to 
be loosely structured, are opposed to 
any restrictions beyond requiring two 
courses in each of four divisions. They 
feel the distribution alone would 
provide students with the broad 
educational base the college is looking · 
for, without unduly burdening the 
student with overly restrictive course 
requirements. 

Although these alternative ideas are 
nowhere stated in the proposal, it takes 
bl:lt a majority vote of a quo~~m to 

, 4 1he Load. DeceIQber 13. 1983 

"primary" airport. There are 295 
primary airports in the country, 
including J.F. Kennedy International 
and LaGuardia airports in New York 
City. Primary airports are eligible for ' 
fed~ral funding. 

Among the current proposals in front 
of the the County is one to increase 
Westchester Airport's existing 
passenger and 'baggage terminal spac~ 

· 	by more than four times, from nine 
thousand square feet to almost 39 
thousand square feet. This expansion 
will end the existing space limitations 
that keep commercial and commutar air 
traffic to a minimum. The proponents 
of such an increase, according to the Air 
conservation Trust, a Greenwich based 
organization, feel that the expansion 
will allow at least four commercial 
airlines to sell tickets simultaneously 
and thus encourage more and greater 

.. commercial Air Carrier activity. 
Already, Air Florida operates Boeing' 

737 aircraft on regularly scheduled 
flights to Boston and Washington from 
the Westchester airport. On Monday 
the 12th,United Airlines Company will 

. learn whether or not the county will 
' . grant them permission to schedule two 

.flights a day between the Purchase' 
border and Chicago. 

In addition, the Master Plan assumes 
that with the increase in terminal space 
and with runway modifications, the 
Practical Annual Capacity (PANCAP), 
or the yearly take offs and landings at 
the airport, will increase by 30%-50%. 
In other-words, there will be more than 
306,000 take offs and landings per year. 
This is a PANCAP comparable to that , 
of LaGuardia and JFK International1l 
airports. <ii 

In order to provide accessability for j 
thoHsands of possible air travelers who 
might use the proposed expanded 
airport, a major four-lane N<?rth-South . 

amend a proposal. The next meeting of 
'the All-Campus Senate, and the one at 
which the distribution requirement will 
be addressed, is Wednesday the 14th at 
4:30 pm. All students and faculty are 
encouraged to attend and voice their 
opinions. 

continuedSolomon from page I , 

Purchase, Fisher said. In the 1982-83 
year, 1..370 students or 73% of the 
Purchase student body received $2.9 
million from these programs, according 
to Fisher. In 1983-84, so far, 1,400 
students or 77% of Purchase students 
have received $3.0 million in assistance. 

Fisher related the college's position 
on the Solomon Amendment. He stated 
that the financial aid office (the office 
most affected by the Amendment) 
serves the students who need assistance 
in getting their aid, and it serves the 
college by processing all the 
applications and coordinating the aid 
distribution. The paperwork involved 
in gathering Financial Aid Compliance 
forms (for purpose of eligibility of 
government aid) -from all Purchase 
students is time consuming, Fisher said: 
(Women must also fill out the form. 
Though ineligible for armed service, 
women are required to fill out the form 
for positive identification purposes.) 

"Every year for the last 6";8 years, the 
Financial Aid office goes nuts trying to 
get students their aid. This is just one 
more process that increases our work 
load," Fisher said. 

Fisher attacked the Solomon 
Amendment, saying it was 
discriMinatory in that it chooses to 
single out students, and not some other· 

tower to issue '"Notice to Airmen" 
letters, where it was suggested that the 
pilots not fly over the campus. The 
Notice was only a suggestion because 
currently there are no laws restricting 
flight spaces except over military areas 
or certain established air traffic zones. 

Many government officials believe 
that the airport is an economic jackpot 
for the county. In fact, it appears that 
many County Legislators are prepared 
to "write off" this part of the county as 
an "already urban" area. Of course, it is 
not, but what do representatives from 
Lewisboro, Cold Springs, Goldens 
Bridge, or Yonkers care about SONY in 
Purchase, in Harrison? SUNY students' 
can influence the County and their. 
County officials by expressing their 
opinions on the proposed expansion o~ 
our northern. neighbor, the Westchester 
County Jet-Port. 

Planes Wait Talre-0Ir on Westchester County Airport Runway. 
. 

access road will have to be built linking 
the airport and the area corporations to 
the .Hutchinson River Parkway. One 
proposal is ' to widen King Street, 
however, the State of Connecticut does 
not want such a road on its side of the 
state line. 

The use of Westchester County 
Airport fluctuates due to uneven 
demand. However, simple observation ' 
will show that during peak hours of the 
morning or between I and 7 o'clock in 
the afternoon, there are flights 
approximately every five minutes, and 
sometimes there are more. 

Many pilots fly over the SUNY 
campus residences and classrooms. 
Many students have complained that 
these overflights are potentially 
h.azardous and constitute an extreme 
threat to the campus environment. A 
protest ' in 1981 by students and 
administrators led the airport contr~" 

group thafrequiresaSSistance fromthe~ 
government. 

"I have a problem with one federal 
agency combining with another (the 
Selective Service and the Secretary of 
Education) for purposes such as this," 
Fisher explained. 

"Compliance must remain an 
individual decision, but Purchase must 
comply with the law." Without the 
assistance that the students receive from 
the government, Fisher warned, "the 
college would go under." 

Mike Levinson, spokesman for the 
Westchester People's Actions 
Coalition, a group that advises draft age 
men of their options on registration and 
draft issues, echoed Fisher's belief that 
registering for the draft is a personal ' 
decision. 

"We believe that the draft registration 
cannot be separated from foreign 
policy," Levinson said. "The armed 
forced are too small only if invasions 
(by the U.S.) are planned." 

"The government says that armed 
forces are too small, too stupid, and 
predominantly black when it jeiis for 
registration. Then it contradicts itself by 
saying the 'cream of the crop' is enlisting 
when it defends its stand in maintaining 
'a vounteer army." , 

Levinson spoke about applying for 
CO (conscientious objector) status on 
moral, ethical, and religious grounds if 
the draft is enacted. Levinson said that 
during the Vietnam War 1% of the 
drafted men declined induction. "This 
caused large problems for the 
government, he said. If 5-10% declined 
it could be devastating to the system." 

.Most of those that declined induction 
and were sent to jail never served more 
than six months, according to 

Levinson. , 
There are schools that are setting up . 

alternative forms of assistance for 
students who don't comply with 
registration, Levinson said. 

The Student Association ofthe State 
University of New York opposes the 
Solomon Amendment on several 
counts: 

l. The law violates the Due Process ' 
Clause of the Fifth Amendment to the 
Constitution by determining guilt until 
innocence is proven without a full and 
fair court hearing. 

2. The law denies equal protection 
under the law to draft-age men and 
discriminates on the basis of sex, age 
and wealth. Enforcement of the law will 
have a disproportionate ' impact on 
minority workers and students. 
3. The regulations will be 

administratively burdensome and 
costly for colleges, Ithe Department of 
Education and the Department of 
Laf>or. 
4. The Solomon Amendment violates 

the Privacy Act of 1974. The 
distribution of confidential information 
to the Selective Service violates an 
individual's protection under the Act. 
5. The regulations will establish an 

inappropriate aQd unhealthy bond 
between the military and education 
commumty. Academic freedom will be 
jepordized once educational 
institutions ar-e placed in the role of 
enforcing Selective Service laws. 

Groups sharing SASU's position are: . 
The New York State Financial Aid 
Administrators Association.. The 
National Coalit.ion of Independent 
College and University Students, and 
the National Organization of Black 
University and College Students. . 



A 'Chat With President Grebstein 

By Beth Schoenholtz 

Sheldon Grebstein has been president of SUNY 
College at Purchase for two years. He is highly 
respected by the campus community. President 
Grebstein has been involved in academe for thirty 
years. He received his B.A. from the University at 
Southern California, his M .A. from Columbia 
University, and his PhD. from Michigan State 
University . He is currently teaching a Literature 
course at SUNY Purchase. During his two years in 
office he has effected many changes in academic 
policies and campus life whzch are discussed below. 

Why has Purchase come to be known as an 
"alternative" school? 

Purchase was conceived and born in the great 
"society" era - one of the most exciting periods of 
American civilization and education . It was a period 
of idealism and reform . I think there was a general 
feeling that there was a great deal in society that 
needed changing, improvement. That same spirit 
entered into higher education. There were a variety 
of reforms from the top to the bottom. Kindergarten 
and elementary schools were affected as well as 
universities. There was a sense that the conventional 
structure of curriculum wasn't working as well as it 
should or could, and that other experimental forms 
were needed. 

"A ,ood. IcIeA done badly i. DOt ·.,ood Idea." 

What characteristics does an alternati~e college: 
,have that more traditional colleges don'; have1 

Alternative colleges don't impose heavy curricular 
req uiremen ts on the s tuden ts s ta ndard 
requirements. They essentially ask, or allow, the 
student to choose his or her own shape or model of 
education. They are strongly opposed to the 
conventional grading system because of the belief 
that it inhibits learning, rather than encourages it. 
Most of those colleges encourage very close student
to-teacher contact - a great deal of work is done 
outside the classroom setting: independent q udies, 
tutorials and so forth . Another rather common 
characteristic is the attempt to offer courses which 
are not limited to individual disciplines or 
trdditions; which have a kind of sweeping , 
intellectual outlook. 

Were you here when the grading system was 
changed back to traditional letter grades? 

I came at a crucial point in that process. 

What did you think about the change? 
I encouraged the change that had already begun. 

Which characteristics did Purchase have, in its 
alternative school days, that are conducive to a good 
liberal arts education? Which were detrimental? 

There are two experiments that Purchase was ' 
engaged in which have failed almost everywhere. 
The lack of structure, sequence, order , and 
coherance in the curriculum, has, for the most part, 
proven unsuccessful, as has the non-traditional 
grading system. 

What about evaluations? Should the Purchase 
faculty continue to write student evaluations? 

MEDICAL OPTIONS 
itA Caring Pla'ce" 

Pregnant or unsure'I' 
• . Free Pregnancy Testing 
• Corifid~mial Consultations 
• Pregnancy Termination 
• Binh Comrol Information 
• Board Certified Gynecologisls 

62 Mill Plain Rd., Danbury, Ct. 
(20g) 743-5024 

It. Slale Ucrnscd Facility 

.... g. 
::s 
"'! 

~ .. 
President Greb~, fourth in the line of Putchase presidents. 

,. , . 
1 tmnK mat evalUations Gone properly and 

. conscientiously are excellent. But with the condition 
. that they be done properly and conscientiously. A 
good idea done badly is not a good idea. 
Do you know what the decision is? Will the faculty 
continue to write student evaluations? 

I suppose I could exercise the full authority of my 
office and command the faculty to continue writing 
narrative eval uations 

Can you actually do that? 
Well, theoretically , yes. Or, theoretically , I could 

command the faculty to stop them. aut I wouldn't 
do either. That's the faculty'S decision? 

". chan.e. are DOt for the 
faculty, but for the .lactent." 

Doy'ou know what has been' decided - or has it not 
been decided1 

I think the faculty is ambivalenl. They're torn. 

Do you think that Purchase's youth as an 
educational institution is the reason for cuTTent 
major transformations, 
curriculum? 

such as the new core 

Yes. 

Would you 
traditional? 

like to see Purchase become more 

I think that within the next few months, it will 
become as traditional as it needs to be. 

Does it need to be traditional'i 
Once we have a strong general education 

program, that's all the tradition we require. I think 
our curriculum needed structure, yes. I think we will 
soon have satisfactory structure, sequence, 
coherence, shape to the curricul urn. It will be a beller 
school. Students will get a beller education. with less 
waste. less pain, less confusion. The changes are not 
for the faculty, but for the students. 

Will the core curriculum help to ease the attrition 
problem1 

I hope so. I hope it will help. 

Thne . has been much confusion amongst the 

students about the required senior year core 
curriculum course in ethical issues. Just what, 
excactly, will that course consist 0/1 

Well, let's say that we have a course on Death and 
Dying, or on hunger, or poverty, or sexual conducl. 
Ah. . _and how can a course be taught on something 
that is so subjective to the individual? 

The course will not be prescriptive. I think 
students fear that this is goirrg to be a course on how 
to Live your Life. That's a very silly interpretation. 

That may be, but you have to understand that the 
fear lies in the possibility that these courses will be 
taught from personal bias. 

We're not going to hire a whole new faculty fresh 
from the rabbinical schools and the seminaries to 
teach these courses. These courses will be taught by 
our present faculty . Any biases and prescriptions one 
sees in them will be the same biases and 
prescriptions that are here now. It's the nature of a 
good college - and this is a good college - to permit 
the widest latiwde of interpretation and 
presentation of truth: all perspectives; nothing is 
suppressed. My guess is that students will find these 
courses - if taught well, and I'm sure they will be - the 
most intellectually-invigorating and -liberating 
courses in their curriculum; not the most stultifying., 

"Evaluation. dODe ' properly 
and cOD.clentiou.l,. are 
ezceUent." 

Will it be possibk to ob(ain graduate degrees from 
Purchase in the future? 

Yes. We will have our first 'tine next Fall, an 
M.F.A. (Master of Fine Arts) in Thea(er Design and 
Technology. It's already been approved. We're 
gelling another M.F.A. in Visual Arts. coming right 
down the road. Then we'll be going after a Masters 
degree in Music. 

What about the Humanities and Natural Sciences? 
One of these years. We probably will pursue it. but 

we have to be sure that the work we offer - which 
must be approved bX the State Education 

... Onll.' '...... 
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TUesday 13

9-5 p.m. 
Veadon 


Peruvian Sweaters/Lobby CCN. 


6p.m. 

Sr. Piuao Recital 


Deborah Brady/ Recital Hall, Music Bldg. 


Wednesday 14 

8 a.m.-9 a.m. 
CotJee Boar 


Food Coop/CCN 


9-5 p.m. 
Veadon 

Leather Handbags/Handcrafted Jewelry 
LobbyCCN 

6:30-8:30 p.m. 
capoeria 


P.MAS. CCS Dance floor 


8:30p.m. 
Almaal BoUda,. Part,. 

Sponsored by the General Programming 
Committee...New York Swtng... Come dressed in 
your best..don't forget your I.D.?Center for the 
Arts Lobby 

FiIID 

Being There, Theatre/Humanities 


8p.m. 

Purebue 8.JmpboJl7 OrchHtra 
conducted by David Gilbert. Program includes 
Haydn's Military Symphony. Schoenberg's five 
Pieces, and Schumann's Symphony No. 1 /8 
p.m., Theatre C. Center for the Arts. 

8p.m. 

M You Like It 

Sr. Acting Co./ Abbott Kaplan Theatre 


9p.m. 

D_ciDg 

KJ. Carlos Castro/CCS 


-December

. -13-22
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CalventSlend 
ventscember 
DecEventem 
beralendmbe 
Thursday 15

9-5 p.m. 

Veadon 

Bonnie Doone Socks Lobby of CCN. 


11-1 p.m. 

IAmcbTable 

Food Coop CCN 


2-4p.m. 

POCO-BoUda,. Gatberm, 

Room 2008/CCS 


8p.m. 

M You Like It 

Sr. Acting Company/Abbott Kaplen Theatre 


8 and 10p.m. 

FiIID 

The American Friend 


Friday 16

9-1 p.m. 

Bake Sale 

Children's Center/CCN 


4-6 p.m. 

PabOpea 

CCS 


6p.m. 

Womea'••lIketbali 


Purchase VS Staten Island 

6:30-7:30 pom. 

Saturday 17. 

12 noon 
Ulimate Fri.bee 


Purchase.VS Vassar 


8 and 10p.m. 

nIIII 
Being There 

8p.m. 

'I'Iae Beaaz Arb Trio 
Acclaimed world wtde for their perfection of 
style and musicianship. The Concert w1ll 
feature works by Beethoven. Smetana and 
Schubert/Theatre A. Center for the Arts. 

8p.m. 

MYoaUireIt 
.Sr. ACting Company/Abbott Kaplan Theatre 

ntsEvtsvents 

ventsventsve
, . . 

Sunday .1S. 

3:00 p.m. 
PbiIbanDoaia VIrtao.i 

c~nducted by Richard Kapp. A special holiday 
concert of all six Brandenberg Concerti by 
John Sebastian Bach Theatre A/Center for the 
Arts. 

3:00 p.m. 
MYouUbIt 


Sr. Acting Co./Abbott Kaplan Theatre 


9-12 p.m. 

(:oifeeb.... 

Purchase Jazz Big Band 


Monday 19

4:30 p.m. 

.Stadeat Seaate Meeting 

Conference Room CCN 


8p.m. 

Parcbue College Choir 

Theatre C/no admission charge 


Wednesday 21 
8-9Lm. 

ColfeeBoaM 

Food Coop CCN 


4-6p.~ 

PubOpea 

CCS 


9p.m. 

W.NAS 
D.J. Mike Shelley/CCS 

Thursday 22 • 

Last day of classes. Classes resume JanllllJ 
25th. "Have a Happy Vacation" 

-December

-13-22



A.RTS FOCUS 

Jom th~ir merry, ragged company. 
With all these people living off the 
fruits of the forest, you have to thank 
the beautiful moon on stage that 
James Wan hadn't yet been born. 

The contrasting philosophies of 
love and life expressed ~y characters 
from both court and kingdom 'bear the 
brunt of Shakespeare's wit. The comic 
license of Touchstone, played by 
Wesley Snipes, is endeared by his 
costume; Wesley is agile in both 
gesture and speech, whether he is 
mocking Orlando's love verses to 
Rosalind or spinning the tassle of his 
hal. The lords anending Duke Senior 
sing wonderful ballads and display 
their talent for ridiculing Jacques, 
their melancholy associate. Corin, 
Silvius, and Phebe are excellent 
parodies of blissful pastoral life with 
their crude mannerisms and 
uneducated tongues. Adina Porter, as 
sweet Rosalind, and Matthew 
deGanon, as Orlando, are engaged in a 
true test as actors while they keep 
abreast of each other's subtle nuances, 
ensuring our belief in Orlando's 
naivete. Scenes like the one at the end 

falseno voice quivering below his been played by a young man in of Act One, in which Rosalind and 
rid icu I ous Iy fli m.sy mous tache~ Shakespeare's day, it makes a lot of Celia confront the wrath of Duke 
informs them that the wrestling match sense to get him/ her out of the dress Frederick, are smoothly staged, and 
between Charles and Orlando is about and into a male disguise so that the carefully detailed in every action, 
to begin. The entourage enters and the 
match, which reminds one of the 

happy threesome could feel safe with· 
the pr9tection of a man, and the poor 

bringing the message of the verse to 
the audience in a colorful manner. 

hysterics displayed during those mock 
heavyweight trials on Saturday 
morning television, contributes to the 

actor, who played all those parts in 
floppy dresses, could move around a 
bil. Rosalind chooses the alias of 

Oliver's magical transformation at 
the end of the play, from a jealous man 
who disdains the world to one filled 

merriment of the audience. As funny 
as these sWnts appear to the naive 

Ganymede, a name associated with the 
Trojan prince who was the object of 

with joyous exultation, reminds me of 
the morning Scrooge wakes up from' 

spectator, they are not as simple as one homosexual love: an appropriate title his dream in Dickens' A Christmas 
might believe. But valor and chivalry with which to disguise herself as an Carol. The modest and well-tempered 
are not dead, for Orlando (as well as 
Michael deGanon) victoriously wins 

effeminate youth,. Celia chooses the 
alias Aliena (the feminine form of the 

responses of George Feaster as the 
Duke Senior, decked out in colorful 

his banle, and makes a favorable 
impression upon Rosalind in the 
process. Though Orlando is banished 

word 'stranger' in_ Latin), which 
echoes her estrangement from her 
father, Duke Frederick. Alas, 

rags, prove that he really is the Lord of 
the Forest. Vernon Bush is physically 
transformed from the ord servant 

by the Duke, who is humorous in the 
Elizabethan manner, he carries 
Rosalind's locket near his heart to the 
Forest of Arden. 

Soon after, Rosalind too is banished 

Touchstone is a fool for life, one who 
has talents in measuring the value of 
others through their responses to his 
own inane wil. 

In the forest, the happy threesome 

Adam into the gloriously radiant 
Hymen, who bestows gliner and 
blessings on the merry couples in the 
final scene of the play. The concl us ion 
of all the foolishness is graciously 

by the Duke Frederick, but she is 
accompanied in her travels by Celia 

find life a linle less than pastoral, but 
two shepherds, Corin (Mauhew 

performed in a dance scene staged by 
Ronnie Stewarl. Amien's statement 

and Touchstone. Where do they go? Winston) and Silvius (Brian Foyster), about life in the forest of Arden can 
Where else! The Forest of Arden. 
Awfully popular place, isn ' t it? 
Traveling in the woods is dangerous 
for two women and a fool, so 

who have the funniest Gaelic accents 
and expressions, are good-natured 
enough to help the city slickers oul. 
Meanwhile, the Duke Senior and his 

easily be applied to the first and second 
nights of this production: 
"I would not change it; happy is your 

Grace 
Shakespeare seizes the opportunity to lords, melancholy Jacques (Michael That can translate the stubborness of 
employ his famous device -the sex DiGioia) and musical Amiens (Eric fortune 
change. Since Rosalind would have Paeper), invite Orlando and Adam to Into so quiet and sweet a style." 

I!l 
S' 

~~----------'--------------------""", 
.ew deGanon and Adina Porter as Orlando and Rosalind in As You Like It 

NEUBERGER MUSEI 

The NEUBERGER MUSEUM SHOP has a 
new selection of exhibition catalogues and 
books on painting. sculpture. architecture. 
deSign. photography. prints. dance. music. 
and poetry. 

Jewelry. ceramics. posters. toys. children's 
books. games. cards. calendars and other 
gift items are also al/ailable. 

Members of the Friends. SUNY Purchase 
Affiliates. faculty. staff. and alumni receil/e a 
special 10% discount on all books and gifts. 
Take adl/antage of this special opportunity to 
shop for the holidays. 

The Neuberger Museum Shop is open from 
10 am to 4 pm. Tuesday through Friday. and 

' j pm to 5 pm on Saturday and Sunday. 
SUNY Plm:___ 0100 , ...... Wi(, off .u .... 
....- durlnl Ibo m_ of Decem....! Shop early 
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On Friday, December 16, .1983, the In keeping with lhe Holiday Season, recital at 8:00 p .m . Both recitals will On Sun-day, December 18, 

Purchase Symphony Orchestra, with the Purchase Underground Stage wilr take place in the Music Building will be a performance of 

David Gi Ihen conducting , wi II be presenting Family Descent, a new Recital Hall , and admission for both is Philharmonia Virtuosi at 3:00 p.m. in 

perform at Purchase in Theatre C of play by Brian Foyster, on December free. For further information call the Theatre A of the Center for the Arts. 

the Center for the Arts at 8:00 p.m. 20, and 21, 1983. The play centers Music Office at (914) 253-5031. For further information, _call the 

Works to be performed include: around George Ramsen, a retired Center for the Arts' Box office at(914) 

Haydn -Military Symphony , insurance executive, who has invited . 253-5900. 

Schumann -Symphony No.1, and his niece and her two sons to visit his Purchase College ChOlr Performs. I--...:------------~--I 
Schoenberg -Five Pieces. For further son and him at their home in Buffalo .The Purchase Coll~ge \holT, On Sunday, December 18, 1983, Neil 
information and reservations, please for the Christmas holiday. It is their dlTected by. Robert Fertllta, will be Frankel, a senior, will be giving a 
call the Center for the Arts' Box Office first Christmas without George's wife, ' presented 10 concert on Monday, piano recital at 3:00 p.m. Suzanne 
at (914) 253-5900. 	 Helen, who had died that spring. December 19, 1983, at 8:00 p.m. 10 Loerch, a senior, will be givinga voice 

George's niece Arden, related by blood ~he~tre C.. Center for the Arts. The recital at 5:00 p.m. Both recitals will 
I---------.------~ to her late Aunt Helen, had attended ChOIr w:ll perform Awake the take place in the Music Building

her Aunt's funeral, and found herself Trumpe.ts Lofty ~ound by Handel, Recital Hall, and admission for both isAs You Like It, a romantic comedy by in an ' unusual situation when her and Ky.rze and ReSfzr~a Coelz by Mozart. free. For further information call the William Shakespeare , will be Uncle asked for her hand in marriage. There IS no ~dr~llsslOn charge.. Music Office at (914) 253-5031. presented by the D.ivision of Theatre .Now it is Christmas, and the family is The even109 s. program Will al~o
Arts, SUNY Purchase on December IS, reunited. What happens between feature solo and mstrumental musIC. f-------~-----_--~ 
16, and 17 at 8:00 p.m., and at 3:00 p.m. Arden and George, the brothers Keith Members of t~e Purchase Symphon,y On Friday, December 16, 1983, t 
on December 18 in the Abbot Kaplan and Louden, and their cousin Willis Orchestra Will perform Handel s will be a performance of
Theatre, Center for the Arts , under the at first inviting, but ultimately is Water MUSIC and the Mozart Serenade Philharmonia Virtuosi at 8:00 p.m.' 

th 

th 

direction of Richard E. Hughes. For devastating. 	 In C Minor. Theatre B of the Center for the Arts.
further information and reservations, 

The Purchase Underground Stage is 	 For further information, callcall the Center for the Arts Box Office, 
dedicated to inter-disciplinary 	 Center for the Arts' Box Office at (914(914) 253-5900, Tuesday through 
participation and therefore the cast of 	 253~5900. -Sunday from 12:00 noon to 5:00 p.m. 
Family Descent is made up of both 

• 	 I acting and Letters & Science majors. 
On Saturday, December 17, the Beaux The actors are: Robert Burke, George ' The New Orchestra of Westchester 
Arts Trio will perform at 8:00 p.m.in Feaster, Paul Schulze, David Ian will be performing on Tuesday, 
Theatre A of the Center for the Arts. Shane, and Blair Spillman. :The set January 28, 1983, at 8:00 p .m. in 
For further information call the designer is John Moyik and the Theatre A of the Center for the Arts. 
Center for the Arts' Box Office at (914) lighting designer is Amie Hodgkins. The soloists for the concert are: Beth For further informa-lion, call the 
253-5900. Family Descent will be presented on Dorsett, soprano; Suzanne Loerch, Center for the Arts' · Box Office at 
1----------------IDecember20a~d2I,1983,a~3:00p.~. mezzo-soprano; James Kerr, tenor; (914)253-5900. 

On Wednesday, December 14, ' 1983, ~nd 8:00 p.m. , 10 t~e ~r. Actl?g StudIO Robert Shinnagel, bass; and William I-___~~__----'______..... 
Vas sa Sheval, a senior, will be giving a 10 ~he Dance BUlldmg. Tickets are Ucker, bass. The instrumental soloists On Saturday, December 17, 1983, Jan
piano recital at 8:00 p.m. in the MusiC available at the door. 	 are: Mark Maluso, French horn; ~oia Friedberger, a senior, will be giving a
Building Recital Hall. For 	 Boglovsky, violin; and A!ltonia piano recital at 8:00 p.m. in the Music 
information call the Music Office at On Tuesday; December 20, 1983, Cimino, flute. Building Recital Hall. . For

14) 253-5031. Adinission is free.. Har~ey Mi~tz, ajunior, will be givin.g For further information about the 'nformation call the Music Office a a gUitar reCital at 6:00 p.m, Stephame concert, call the Division of Music, 
\'4) 253-5031. Admission is free. Winters, a senior, will be giving a cello (914)253-5031. 

Grebstein continued 
from page 5 

Department c does not directly duplicate or compete 
with what is being offered at neighboring 
institutions like · Manhattanville. The State 
Education Department wouldn't allow us to do tha t. 

Are our budgetary problems going to subside? 
Yes. 

What has to be done in order for that to occur? 
As a country, we have to take education seriously 

as a national priority and spend much more mOl-iey 
on it. 

Does Purchase -hold aspirations of expanding 
physically, to serve more students at a time? 

No. We essentially have our full physical plant. 
But we do have approval to complete at least part of 
the library basement. We have over a million dollars 
which has been allocated so that in about a year and 
a half, or two years, we' ll be able to move those book 

. stacks downstairs - which is now under the rna 11 
and use the upstairs completely for student study 
space. 

That's very helpful, but can some of the money be 
put toward librarian salaries so that the library'S 

.open hours can be increased? 
The money that's been granted is exclusively for 

construction. 

But the problem with the library is not its size, it's 
the schedule it operates on. You can't get a helluva 
lot of work done in that library on a Saturday. 

That's the message I've been sending to the 
Governor. They tend not to hear us. The library 's 
operation has been hurt in the way that many other 
units have suffered from these bugetary losses. If we 
get some more money, that's one of the.first places 
we'lI offer some relief. 

Why was Purchase constructed with two, very small 
student centers on opposite sides of the campus? 

It was a dreadful mistake. I don't know, I wasn't 
here. The way it was told to me - and it may not be 
true, just apocryphal - is th,at the concept was to 

build the campus for small individualized spaces: 
instead of having one large community, we 'd have 
lots of little communities. And so instead of building 
one large student center, twO smaller ones were built 
for a family concept. 

From what I've heard, the campus was built this 
way so students wouldn't have a large enough space 
to "organize." . 

-I've heard that story too. 

Do you believe it? 
No. I -don't think that you build a campus which is 

alternative and non-traditional, which emphasizes 
student autonomy, independence, self-fulfillment 
and self-realization, and then plot a strategy to de
militarize or disenfranchise those students. That is 
totally antithetical to lhe original concept. 

Why don't the windows in the academic buildings 
open? 

You're asking me about problems I inherited. I 
hate buildings with windows that don't open I hate 
two little tiny student centers, each one of which is 
absolutely no good for anything, and I wish I could 
do something about it. Maybe in the future wecan. 
Whatever the reasons for the way the campus was 
built - and I'm sure there WiiS some very keen 
thinking that went into it - it hasn't worked, it just 
hasn't worked . 

Do you think it's important for large groups of 
students to be able to organize on campus in order to 
effect changes in campus life? _ 

It's .on~ of the things we've lacked most - the 
orgamzatlon of students on campus to act as a body . -
We need that desperately here. 
How much input should students have in campus 
decision-making processes? 

Abundant. That's why w~ have them on the All-
Campus Senate. -
If students should be able to organiZe on campus, 
don't you think there should be a space in which 
they can do that1 

Yes. 
. .. 

~ow do you feel a.bo~t turnmg the Butler Buddmg, 
mto a student umon. 

I'd love to do it. 

Can it be done1 
If we fi nd the money. 

Are you looking for the money? 
I'm thinking about beginning. It was my idea 

when I first came here. It may not have been 
exclusively my idea, I'm sure it was an idea that 
existed long before my arrival. Anyone coming to 
this campus - anyone coming from a campus which 
has a real student center - who looks at those pathetic 

But what about the effect this change will have on, 
campus life? Many students do t1!eir socializing;n 
Campus Center South, which is a pub that serve.s 
alcohol. If the drinking age is raised, there will be 
only a small amount ofstudents allowed in thepub. 

If the drinking age goes up to 21, the natureo( tJle 
pub will change radically. You asked me how I feel 
about iJ-. I'm v.e~y amb!v~lent. I don't have.absolutely 
c,lear and d~clS1ve opl~lons on ~wverythmg. There 
are some thmgs that I m very mixed up about. T he 
legal drinking age isone of those things. Alcohol isa 
very, very serious problem in American society. It's 
responsible for a great deal of our illness and distress, 
maladjustmnet and absenteeism. 

What does a college president do? 
Well , I'm responsible for everything that happens 

on-this campus, in a sense, and the campus relations 
with the community. I spend most of my time, 
physically, on the campus. I spend a lot of time 
communicating with faculty and students. 

What do you like most about your job1 
The variety. The learning. I'vealways loved being 

a student. 
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A Stocking-Full Of Jazz For Xmas 

by John Gray 

For those of you still iri a quandry 
about what to get your favorite jazz 
burr for Christmas, look no further! In 

f· f d '" a rare It 0 pro UCUvlty, the Jazz book 
pu bl ' h ' 109 worId .IS has begun to Issue 

d · . f .an re-Issue some 0 ItS strongest 
errorts in years with the resuIr-being a 
virtual treasure trove of new jazz 
literature. Ranging in subject from 
Miles Davis to jazz in Russia, the new 
books have but two things in 
common-good writing and 
fascinating subject matter, so treat 
someone you know and then borrow it 
for yoursel£! 

Miles Davis: A Critical Biography 
By Ian Carr. William Morrow &Co. 
$14.95. 

Issued last year, Ian Carr's Miles 
Davis joins what is now becoming a 
£lood of new Miles Davis material. 
Fitting in somewhere between Eric 
Nisenson's portrait. 'Rf!.u~d About 

Midnight (1982), and the morerecent 
first volume of Jack Chambers' 

. diM 'l
proJecte two-vo ume set z estonesM Ca ff' h' d' 

r. rr attempts to 0 er us a t IrI .' ., I ' 
a ternauve Ie. a cntlca perspective.' -

Relying primarily on second-hand 
sources, books and periodicals, for the 
first part of Davis' career (1945-60), 
Carr recounts the not altogether 
unfamiliar tale of Davis' early bouts 
with drugs (1949-54), his struggle to 
kick, his eHorts to establish what was 
at first regarded as his weak, 
technically limited sound and his 
seminal Birth of the Cool sessions, 
etc., etc. The only problem is that one 
keeps wishing there was more material 
from the people who were there rather 
than just the written material of the 
time. Still, Carr has done a good job 
with what he had. Combining hard 
facts and close listening, Carr creates 
one of the fairest and most musically 
evocative accounts of the early Miles 
that I have seen. 

For the second hal£ (1960'c 1975) Carr 
delves a bit more deeply, using the 
words not only of critics but also those 
of such former sidemen as Dave 
Hollard, Keith Jarrett, Herbie 
Hancock, Dave Liebman, et aI., to 
shed some much needed light on more 
recent Miles. Here again, Carr's 
musical analysis is the strong point 
and he uses it to advantage in 
describing both the transitional 
acoustic music of 1961-1967 'and the 
later jazz-rock fusion, 1968-1975, after 
which time Miles' health problems 
forced him into what many thought to 
be an early retirement. A final chapter 
corrects that assumption by bringing 
Davis' career up to date, and by 
attempting to put Miles' contribution 
to the jazz heritage in some kind of 
perspective. Heartily recommended to 
all Miles fans as well as anyone else 
interested in the contem'porary jazz of 
the last thirty years. 

The Jazz Tradition 
by Martin Williams, Oxford 
University Press. $6.95 

r;'Red and Hot: T he .·ate 0,,fJau m.'the 
. .SovU!t Unwn 

by S. Frederick Starr. Oxford 
University Press. $16.95 
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Along with the Miles Davis book 
you might also want to look at the two 
histories listed above, especially S. 
Frederick Starr's book. This is surely 
one of the most readable and 
fascinating studies of 1983, notable 
not only for its subject matter but also 
for Starr's own impeccable research 
and presentation. 

In fact it's so well done that I'm not 
sure exactly where to begin. Perhaps 
with the "First Eccentric Orchestra of 
the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist 
Republic" led by Valentin Parnakh in 
1922, or maybe even the arrival of 
American Benney Peyton's hot jazz 
band with soprano sax's great Sidney 

CycleThe Laundromat: 
by Alex Feinstein 

What an ingenious fit of inspiration 
playwright Marsha Norman must 
have had wh'en she realized the 
potential of an ordinary laundromat 
for the selling of a one-act play. Such a 
drab, mundane atmosphere is ideal; 
where among the dust of detergent and 
the low hum of washers and dryers, 
srrangers meet and are entwined in the 
banal symbols .of their jumbled and 
dirty clothes. Third and Oak: The 
Laundrom-at was Miss Norman's 
product; her 1978 touching and often 
funny play about two lonely lives 
brought together for an hour of 
penetrating introspection. Marsha 
Mason is presently enjoying great 
success this year on Broadway with her 
Pulitzer Prize·winning play Night 
Mother, but The Laundromat is an 
earlier and lesser play which shouldn't 
be ignored; a small gem of insight into 
tbe buman condition. And fortunately 
it was revived last week for an 
independent production on campus: 
Jr rurned out to be a fresh and pleasant 
surprise: a short. admirable and 
modest production of Miss Norman's 
play including a worthy set and two 
very good performances. 

The Laundromat revolves around 
P~lberta and Deedee, two women of 
different . ages and backgrounds who 

meet in the early hours fo the morning 
to do their wash at the play's title. 
Alberta is prim and proper, while 
Deedee is her opposite: loose and 
somewhat obnoxious. And for the 
next hour we watch them subtly or not 
so subtly reveal their, consciences, 
which in both oftheircases boils down 
to a deep-seeded loneliness. Deedee is a 
frustrated young woman who curses 
her husband for infidelity but eagerly 
awaits homecoming every evening. 
Alberta is a middle-aged woman 
shocked into the well of loneliness 
after the sudden death of her husband. 
She feels compelled to wash his clothes 
in a desperate attempt to deny his 
absence and perhaps meet someone 
else at Third and Oak to relieve her 
grief. And so she meets Deedee who 
shares with her the same sense of 
dreadful solitude. By the end of their 
wash (and the play), they have come to 
terms with their lives. They have 
learned from one another. Their 
re£lections have enlightened their 
forlorn souls and pushed them 
towards a promise to free themselves 
from their terrible loneliness. 

As Alberta, Elizabeth Geraghty gave 
a fine performance; delivering her 
lines and holding herself with the 
same mannered control her role 
demanded. Although she did 

For Success 


frequently hit a chord of utter sadness, 
one expected a little more emotional 
impact from this character, whose 
despair was so intense that she 
couldn't even let the air out-of an old 
beach ball because it retained her 
deceased's breath. However, she acted 
with a sure sense of compassion, 
complimented by nice L'buches of 
subtle humor. But, Marietta Hedges' 
port~ayal of Deedee stole the show. 
Miss Hedges was absolutely delightful 
in the role which is the strongest and 
richest in the play. She played Deedee 
with what seemed like a"natural £lair 
for comedy, mixed with a deeply-felt 
yearning for something more than 
what she had. Her interpretation of a 
woman, whose Stanley Kowalski-like 
husband drives her to relieve her 
loneliness 'by keeping company with 
her re£lection in a full-length mirror, 
was genuine; at once hysterical and 
heartbreaking. 

Merits for this excellent production 
should also go to director Gerald 
Perez-Oliver who, within the limits of 
a small set and single act, gave the 
audience a tight, well-paced show. 
Under his direction the actresses kept 
their allotted space and dialogue in 
terrific balance. The play £lowed 
evenly on its skiIHul and fascinating 
path, always keeping the viewer 

Becket in 1926. Or maybe, not even 
with specific events, for Starr's focus 
really seems to evade such a limited 

. . bview. Probably one would do etter to 
. 'hlook at the Issues Starr raises rat er 
' h d 'bthan at any slOgle event e escn es, 

for the questions he poses are 
fundamental. For example, what does 
it mean to be a jazz musician, socially, 
historically, politically and musically 
in Russia, and by implication, 
America? How do some of the horrors 
perpetrated on jazz players in Russia 
resemble some of those in£licted here 
at home? And so on, and so forth. 

Red and Hot raises a wealth of such 
questions. And more. In fact, once I 
got started in it I had trouble putting it 
down. My only suggestion is that if 
you're going to get it, wait until after 
finals. 

And... last, but not least, there's, 
Martin Williams' newly revised and 
expanded The Jazz Tradition. 
Providing new chapters on king 
Oliver, Sidney Becket, Art Tatum, 
Sarah Vaughn and Charles Mingus, 
along with a heavily revised chapter 
on Duke Ellington, Williams walks us 
through what has become rather 
standard territory for him, ie. a series 
of musical analyses of selected major 
figures in jazz from the I~O's to the 
mid-sixties. 

Again, Williams' "tradition" avoids 
virtually anything outside of THE' 
MUSIC, that strange, indefinable 
entity which Williams feels can be 
taken out of "its social and historical 
context and put under microscope, 
still able to yield a clear image. 

As with all things though, there are 
two sides to the issue and there will 
always be those who are attracted to 
Williams' music-only approach, and 
others who will argue on the other 
hand for broader approaches. Which 
side is right shall be left up to the 
reader and maybe even time. 

u 

captivated by its witty and intense 
action. The authenticity of the set 
helped too. Real washers and dryers 
were employed, along with a littered 
bulletin board. and a shaky 
construction of an office; the selling 
helped with the important sense of 
dreary atmosphere the play could not 
do without. It was also an excellent 
choice to perform the show in one of 
the small rooms of the Dance 
Building, which provided the 
intimacy demanded by the play. On 
the whole it was a production which 
Purchase should see more of. Its 
perfect mix of stimulating material, 
excellent performances and modest 
design made for very enjoyable and 
invigorating theater. Small, solid 
productions such as these are great 
alternatives to the campus' often 
unhil£illing events. 

This wonderful production did 
great justice to Marsha Norman's 
little-known play: a delicate, subtle, 
yet powerful play which questions the 
human spirit, asking "What makes it 
go on? How does it endure the awful 
desolation of life?" -Finally, Marsha 
Norman's Laundromat is a human 
metaphor where we, like lonely, 
droning machines, spin in endless 
cycles of solitude and despair. 
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Panthers Roll WithSeven Game Streak 

by Laurent Ehrmann 

Since November 19th, after losing it's on offense, as Epstein states, "we've minutes remaining. It was the team's 5th fbllow-through gave Purchase its 6th 
first game of the season to U psula in the been able to handle the pressure and straight victory. straight victory. 
Binghamton Tournament, the Purchase have been extremely patient in waiting vs. Old Westbury vs. SUNY Stonybrook 
Men's Basketball team has been rolling for the best possible shot or even an If the last game did not provide the On Wednesday December 7th, the 
in success, getting a little revenge, and inside shot once in a while." fans with a thrilling finish, the Old Panthers finished their homestand 
having great fun in the process. The Most of these strategical assets and , Westury-Purchase contest certainly against their SUNY rival, Stonybrook.' 
Panthers' defeat of SUNY Stonybrook disadvantages were seen during the did. With 0:01 left in regUlation time, In the end, it became the Panthers' 2nd 
this last Wednesday marked the team's Panthers' three home games on Eric Vaughn hit a foul shot for a slim 58- one point game in two days. And once 
7th straight victory. A two . game December 3rd, 5th, and 7th. 57 victory. It was an appropriate again that 1 point advantage fell in 
winning streak last year was the longest vs. Pratt revenge to a team the Panthers had Purchase's favor. 
in the Panthers' four year history. The first game, which Was against never beaten. The Panthers, as it now seems to be 

Although extremely pleased, Coach Pratt, showed the team's depth ' in For the first 20 minutes of the game, part of their routine, came out sluggish 
Artie Epstein is surprised that his team. human resources and Epstein's neither team gained control as both for the 1st 10 minutes of the game. 
has had this much success. "I didn't confidence in using non-starters (the ,continually exchanged baskets. The Impatience, poor passes, steals, and the 
think we would naturally gel so '. . Panthers did however muster a slim yet real killer, missed shots prevented the 
quickly." Not only is Epstein' surprised uncomfortable 4 point lead. Panthers from blowing Stonybrook 
but confused as well by the fact that, In the 2nd half, it was Westbury's away. , 

after noticing on the video tapes the 
 However, the Panthers found their turn at having a 3 and 5 point lead. After 
numerous errors committed by the rhythm and after a steal by Darrin a few untimely Panther turnovers, bad 
players, the team has nevertheless been passes, and a missed lay-up, Westbury . James and his ensuing basket at 5:30, 
able to win so many games. 'the team took control and reeled off 8 had increased its lead to 8. Their lead 


Indeed luck has played a part in the 
 could have been increased to 10 and 11, straight points for a 29-20 lead. The half 
team's recent success. However, as yet crucial baskets by Mike Gaines, ended with the home team leading 37-
Mike Gaines sees it, "it has been all the K.elvin Vann, and Steve Watson 30. 
players working unselfishly , and in prevented a possible Westbury romp. The Panthers came out cold in the 
unison, . added with our determination With 9 minutes remaining, Mike 2nd half as they failed to score until the 
and stamina," that has carried the team bench) as the team rolled on to win 86- Gaines's spectacular turn-around . 16:45 mark. Too many passes under the 
to success, 77. ' finger-roll under the basket with three baske~, which resulted in steals, blocked 

Epstein admits that "our offense, as a "It was a tremendous team effort. men covering him kept Purchase within shots or misses, hesitancy, and too 
team, has been bad. As in football, it's Our bench came in and did a excellent reach. Steve Watson's basket from the . much dribbling against a zone defense 

,easy to develop simple plays, but the job," said Epstein after the game. Matt top of the key at 5:06 began a scoring were the primary reas6ns why 
more complex stuff requires a lot of Hart had a pivotal role in breaking spree in Purchase reeled off 12 points to Stonybrook was able to close 
time." Time indeed has hampered the Pratt's full court press. "He was Westbury's 4. The Panthers' defense : Purchase's lead. Stonybrook actually 
Panthers in being even more fluid and was responsible for the tum around. 	 took a 49-51 lead and at 3:30, increased responsible for breaking that press by 

their lead to 58-61. successful. being the outlet at center court," Epstein comments; "We played a 
For one, the team most recently had explained Epstein. straight up defense. Simple man to man, With two minutes left in the game, the 

man, Mike Gaines took charge. At 1:28,to play four games in five nights. That came early in the 2nd half when as we forced a few turnovers, and 
he stole the ball and scored to tie theSecondly, in keeping the spirit with Pratt was attempting to close a 7 point offensive fouls on them. Basically the 

Division III play, Epstein has to gap. guys just wouldn't give up. Without 	 game at 62. At 0:40, Mr. Gaines scored 
two more from the foul line for a 64-63maintain the emphasis on academics Darrin James and Kelvin Vann, the those few crucial baskets, we would 
lead. The clincher came with 7 seconds . and the upcoming final exams. These 6th and 7th players respectfully, also have gone down by 11 and could have 

factors inevitably infringe on the time played extremely well. Epstein has easily given up." left when Mike Gaines, who finished the 
the team has for practices in which, as described Darrin, who is a freshman, as night with 19 points, faced the 6' 10" 
Epstein stated, more complex plays "superior." His hustIe un~er both With 21 seconds left on the clock, Stonybrook center one on one down the 

Mike Gaines tied the score at 57 all. It lane for the game winning basket. could be worked on. 	 backboards and at mid-court was 
was the first time the Panthers had tied "No, it wasn't planned," said Gaines, largely responsible for the 14 point lead 

Moreover, the lack of height on the 	 Westbury in over 15 minutes. After a "I gave the ball to Eljay Scott and hethe Panthers got in the 2nd half. Both 
team, which averages around 5'11" to Westbury timeout, the visiting team 	 gave it right back to me. So I took their Mr. James and Kelvin Vann
6'2", creates more difficulties for the ,worked for the last and possibly 	 center one on one. Fortunately itcontributed 13 points.
team. This becomes obvious when decisive shot of the game. However that 	 worked."However, first string senior Mike
playing against a zone defense. (Zone 	 shot was fatal for Westbury. For on the The victory was the team's 7th in aGaines, averaging 17.8 points per game, 
defenses are widely used in college defensive rebound, Eric Vaughn was 	 row.led the offensive units with a season
basketball) "It means we have to rely on 	 fouled with 0:01 left on the clock. The Panthers attempted to continue high 32 points.
outside low percentage shots," says The score read 57-57. their winning streak this past weekend 
Epstein. Although Pratt had closed a 10 point With over 50 fans hooting and against N. Y. U. and Alfred. (The office 

Despite all ihese odds, however, the Panther lead to 5 at halftime, the hollering and the game resting on these did not get the results before the paper 
Panthers have performed formidably. Panthers, after struggling in the two foul shots, Vaughn missed the first was sent to the printers.) The team will 
A solid defense has been able to beginning of the 2nd half, blew the game shot. Despite all the anxieties, Vaughn end the first half of the season by 
compensate for a troubled offense. And open with a 14 lead with less than 7 regained composure and with a perfect visiting Baruch on December 15th. 

sports, with Nears relaxed attItude Olympiad), and to the women's coach, Glorfindel, Prince of Noldor of the 
toward the sport of fencing. J 0 Shaff. Ms. Shaff attributes the House of Finwe." Both characters are 

"My primary goal is to have fun. I success of many fencers to their ability noble and determined enemies of evil inRosenstein 
have to relax .and, in a sense, detach to assume adifferent outlook when on J. R. R. Tolkien's epic Lordofthe Rings.
myself from the competitiveness of the fencing strip. Neal has developed a Whatever happened to playing theWinsAward fencing. If I can do that I'm capable of rather unique persona. 	 role of Eroll Flynn? "He was part of my
winning." Neal's nonchalance has childhood romanticism, and . later he"Usually I fence assuming the role ofactually been transmitted into solid played a major role in my choosing Special to the Load 	 one of Faramirs Rangers. In tightwinning records and other awards. fencihg over archery." 

Who ever thought Purchase had an Neal was voted the team's Most matches, however, I rely on being 
It is obvious that Neal does not wish

"Athlete of the Year Award?" And who Valuable Player for the last two years. to undertake the highly competitive and 
ever thought the Purchase Last year his personal record was 21-11. aggressive attitude of sports. "I never
Parliamentarian, Neal Rosenstein Most of the losses were to first · ·rate liked the regimented style ofsports. One
would ever get that award? Well he did. fencers from Columbia, St. Johns l and must keep in touch with the relaxed and
This is a tribute to our 1982-1983 . Harvard. spirited aspect of sports, in my case
Athlete of the Year for his contributions Moreover, Neal qualified forthe U.S. fencing." The Purchase community
to the sport of fencing at Purchase. Fencing Association National congratulates Neat Rosenstein· (or his

Neal Rosentein, the energetic 9th Championships held this past summer success and contributions to the'fencing
semester die-hard Urban Studies senior in San Francisco. Neal, who was team. 
was surprised when he received the representing SUNY Purchase and was 

Wanted: You! The Sports Editor Isaward last spring. "I have no idea ranked 125th, had to fence the number 1 
looking for people who would bewhatsoever why I won this award. I ranked fencer in the U.S. "I got 2 points 
interested in writing sports articles . . hope it symbolizes my excitement and on the guy." (5 points constitutes a win) 
There are many facets to sports andenthusiasm towards this sport." Neal's "Y ou have to realize that most ,of these 


perplexioncan be further explained by guys are Olympic bound." 
 many angles from which to write about 
the contrast of the award itself, which Neal attributes his success to both the Neal Rosenstein assuming the role of .it. Please consider it for I would love to 

Glorfindel. work with you. symbolizes the competitiveness of men's coach, Al K wartIer (3 time 
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-Editorial 


On Distributing 1be Distribution 

Alot h~s bee~ written abo~t the new set o.fcourse requirements. I know, 

because I ve wntten most of It myself. The dIsturbance seems to have been 
caused by faculty and administration who feel that Purchase does not 
require a broad, nor ample enough distribution of courses. 
Purcha~e has traditionally. been the type of sC.hool where a student was 

able to come and arrange hIs/her own academIC program. Although the 
free atmosphere this created was conducive to some, it wasn't to others. 
Apparently a significant amount of others. The faculty and staff began to 
feel that students were leaving Purchase without having been exposed to 
some necessary basics. It seems that everyone was taking Advanced 
Theories of Toothpick Construction when they should have been 
sharpening their writing skills. Hence the need for a core curriculum and 
expanded distribution requirement. 

Now there is something to this idea of receiving exposure to a wide 
variety of subjects. Although somewhat burdensome, I think the expanded 
number of requirements is a good idea. 

What is not such a great idea is the further restrictions placed on a 
student's schedule. The proposal that sits before the All-Campus Senate 
states that students will be required to take two courses in each of four 
divisions, with the first course having to be selected from a limited list of 
courses. The second course is then up to the student's preference as long 
as he/she meets the necessary prerequisites. 

Restrictions were suggested for the first course, because it was feared 
that students woulo be able to get around the distribution requirement. It is 
true that there is some overlap between divisions; students can take a 
psychology course in both the Natural SCience division as well as the Social 
Sciences. Art History can be taken in Humanities and also the Arts 
division. In order to make sure that requirements were not being satisfied 
by a repetition of the same course but in different divisions, it was felt that a 
list of acceptable courses should be drawn up for each division by a special 
committee. Students would then be required to draw from this list in 
choosing their first course. This procedure would ensure a minimal amount 
of overlap between divisions. 

The restrictions concerning the first course don't sound so bad, but what 
is lost by having them far outweighs what is gained. . 

By putting specific courses on a recommended list, it stands to reason 
that more students will be taking these courses. If more students take these 
courses, there will have to be more of these courses, and thus faculty will 
have to devote extra time to teach them. And because we have a limited 
faculty as is (getting smaller all the time) this means that faculty will not be 
available to teach as many upper-divisional courses. When it comes to 
majoring, it is important to have a strong group of upper-divisional courses 
from which to choose. The selection is already sorely limited. 

And then there are the students who double major. It is true that the 
double major is nigh extinction, but the phenomena does still exist. The 
additional requirements being proposed will all but make that extinction a 
reality. 

That's where overlap becomes a valuable asset. Because of overlap, a 
student who is pressed to fulfill her/his distribution, as well as satisfy course 
work for two majors, can take advantage of such things as overlap. For 
example, a student 'could take a statistics course offered by the sociology 
dept. , and satisfy a course in the Social Science division as well as 
psychology's requirement for a statistics course. In this way a major 
requirement as well as a distribution requirement could be met with one 
course. _ .____ 
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Then there is the problem ~ith transfer students. All colleges do not offer 
the same courses. It is possible that a transfer student could have taken 
several courses in, say, Humanities in his/her old school, and then come to 
Purchase to find that those courses she/he took do not appear on the 
divisional list. So then even though this student is not majoring in the 
Humanities, he/she will be forced to take y'et other Humanities courses, 
exhausting still more of her/his sparse allotment of electives in an effort to 
satisfy. Purchase' distribution requirement. Somehow this seems like a 
transgression against the idea of the distribution. 

Creating an institutional requirement to guard against overlap does not 
seem to be the best solution in avoiding its potential abuse. Especially when 
there are some benefits to overlap, and many problems associated with 
creating added course restrictions. There is a way of preventing overlap 
when it's not desireable, and yet preserving it for those cases in which it 
would be, namely by using the discretion of an advisor. 

It takes all often minutes for an advisor to pull out a student's record to 
make sure that new courses they propose to take do not overlap with ones 
already taken. If there is overlap, an advisor can merely withhold his/her 
signiture. That simple. 

For those cases in which overlap would be beneficial, such as when 
double majoring or adjusting a transfer schedule, the advisor could not only 
agree to the student overlapping, but could actually use it as a way of 
lightening an already demanding list of requirements. Flexibility has always 
been a more desirable route to follow, why not now when the benefits of 
doing so are so obvious? The principle being fought for in the expansion of 
requirements is a good one, honorable in its intent. Yet unrestrained 
enthusiasm has been the cause of more than one good intention going 
awry. Let us ,not add yet another to the books. 

~£8~i~ts Survival: Take The Money and Run 

You will hear, fro~ upper ~-Iass-~an, that things at 

Purchase "just ain 't the way they used to be." 
They' re right; things aren't. This school is more 
conservative than it has ever been, and I don't think 
anyone disagrees with this point. It is reflected in the 
curriculum, grading policy, admissions process, 
administration, marketing and even the graffiti on 
our bathroom walls . 

I'm not sure where it started. I'm not sure why and 
don't think Purchase is exceptional in 

experiencing this change. It seems to have grown up 
from everywhere. People started saying that a liberal 
education wasn't practical. 

Experiments like Purchase are out of fashion. Not 
even the state seems to have much faith in ole SUNY 
P; they keep taking our money away. You know I 
don't think it's a case of evil politicians, although 
the politicians may be; or that it is simply a matter of 
'misplaced priorities. although this is definitely true. 
It is a matter of economic necessity, a tw<? b!ll.ion 
dollar state deficit, overburdened tax payers and a 

governor who wants to be president. 
Well, it seems to me that I have been hearing this 

thing about our ailing economy for a while. So I 
dont' think these budget cuts are a temporary thing. 
It just might be a redefining of the priorities and 
philosophy of state eduC',Hion, and if that is the case, 
we are in serious trouble. 

Don't worry, SUNY won't die; but Purchase just 
does not fit the paradigm of successful state 
universities. State institutions are usually large: 
twenty or thirty thousand is not at all uncommon. 
Everything is centralized and neat, easy to manage, 
resources are easily polled. you can shove a lot of 
students into a room with one professor, grade the 
exams by computer; it's very efficient. Small liberal 
arts colleges like Purchase are not very efficient in 
this way . So what we are dealing with here, in this 
age of fiscal conservatism, is our survival as an 
ar~demir institution. 

Students are dismayed because they have been 
denied office space. That the Theatre Arts and Film 
Departments have been denied sufficient office 

space, editing rooms, sound stages, rehearsal studios 
and sreening rooms is also a cause for dismay, 

The division of Natural Sciences is nearly 
crippled in it's inability to provide comprehensive 
programs of study, because they lack the necessary 
faculty and staff. 

The Video Center has so little equipment it can 
only exist in theory. 

Our guest house, which was a beautiful estate, has 
fallen into disrepair, and as the college does not have 
the funds to maintain it, it will be sold. What we. 
have leflto offer our visitors is the limited and steri Ie 
environment of North. 

There are still more reasons for dismay; that we 
cannot pay our faculty members the salary they 
deserve is certainly. one of them. Many faculty will 
leave for greener pastures; good people in any 
profession are always in demand. For the reason of 
money, we will say good-bye to Richie Davidson and 
the study of Psycho-Physiology here at 'Purchase. 

",~.",,12 
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by Chris Ragazzo 
October 10th-State University of New York at 

Purchase. A party in my honor. A "Going To The 
Jungle You Stupid Bozo" party. I see my friends 
scattered about the room. An empty Tequila bottle, 
dozens of lemon peels and bef!r bottles decorate the 
room. My head is spinning, but in a pleasing 
direction, so that everybody and everything seems to 
be the best that it can be. 
"Watch out for spiders Chris!" 
"You're in for it buddy'" 
"I hope you come back Ragazzo!" 

October 20th-Lima, Peru--A HoteL 
Hot Water. Room Service. This isn't so bad. 
Tomorrow I leave for Peca's Place. I must get some 
sleep. 

October 28th-We, (my friends and I) chartered a 
small speed boat to take us up river. The Amazon 
river that is. We will travel 80 kilometers up a 
channel of the Amazon so remote that only native 
Indians live nearby. We have already travelled 5 

,hours from Iquitos,the five of us crammed into a 
boat with full gear, camera rigs and supplies. If this 
boat sinks, about 30,000 dollars worth of still and 
movie equipment bites the Big One. A risk we must 
take. 

Peca joined us today. Tall, bearded and Finnish, 
he weighs about 110 pounds. He left civilization 

behind 15 years ago, a"nd has no intention of 
reversing his decision. This man is at peace with 
himself. I immediately envy him. 

As we proceed upriver, the scenery~ rapidly 
changes. The sounds change. The villages disappear 
by the kilometer. After 3 hours, I see nobody. The 
banks of the river are empty, save an occasional 
shack and an Indian in his dugout canoe, fishing. 
I've seen this before, but where? Of course . .in the 
movies ... in my Film and Anthropology class. But 
there is no frameline here. Just thousands of miles of 
Jungle. 

Our destination is the "Pacaya". In this 200 
Kilometer region live roughly 7 people. Peca and his 
wife Maria account for 2 persons. I didn't believe this 
could be possible ... until we turned off the river to 
head up the canal. 

We reached the canal that evening, having 
travelled all day at high speeds. I sat in the front of 
the boat with "Talking Heads" piped in my ears, my 
feet in the air, and the Amazon sun frying my New 
York skin like bacon . 

But now the sun had set. The night creeped over 
our boat, silencing our crew and awakening our 
senses. The boat had no lights, so we used a 
flashlight to spot logs in the canal that might 
dismember our propellor. The sky was lit with more 

continuedMoney 
from page 11 

For the reason of money. Everywhere I look I see 
what could be one of the {inest institutions in this 
country being destroyed by lack of funds, and I 
despair. So, and we finally come to the point of this 
essay, if President Grebstein has the idea that by 
courting our wealthy corporate neighbors we can 
have the reason of money on our side, I wish him 
Godspeed, he will need it. 

Some of us are uncomfortable with the idea of 
corporate Purchase. It is tradition here to stand 
against that sort of thing. We malign institutions 
like Columbia who compromise the purity of 
academia with suspect ties to large corporations. 
However, institutions like Columbia are the 
example of every solvent reputable institution in the 
country. The word is endowment. Money. 

It has been said that Purchase cannot raise an 
endowment because there is no pool of wealthy 
alumni. The idea that universities have large 
endowments because they have wealthy alumni is 
harmfully naive. These universities have large 
endowments because they exploit the federal tax 
system. Tax shelters. 

The schools with the largest endowments after 
Harvard are the University of Texas and the 
University of Rochester. These are the billion dollar 
endowments that multinational corporate 
exploitation built. It works like this. Singer 
Simulation (a high-tech electronics firm which does 
work for NASA and the like) gives a million dollar 
donation to the University of Rochester. Now, the 
university of Rochester has a million dollars and 
they say, "let's invest it." Where do you think they 
invest it? That's right, they invest it back in preferred 
stock Singer Simulation, and earn considerable 
dividends. After a while the University of Rochester 
buys so much stock in Singer they're on the board of 
directors and Singer donates somuch money to the 
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University of Rochester that they are on the'board of 
trustees. Every time Singer Simulation votes on 
where to spend their money they vote to spend it on 
the University of Rochester. Every time that the 
University ' of Rochester votes on where to invest 
their money they vote for Singer Simulation; and the 
two just scratch each other's back into a capitlistic 
orgasm. 

We happen to be surrounded by a lot of large 
corporations. They like Weschester, they would like 
to make i"t their home; a pretty, homogenous place. 
Texaco, General Foods, IBM, ITT, Union Carbide, 
Nestle and smaller monsters like Hewlet Packard, 
AMF, and Tishman Construction, have billions of 
dollars waiting to be used for some free publicity or 
influence. With the sweep of a pen anyone of these 
corporations can wipe away many of the fiscal 
problems Purchase is facing. 

In one , quarter last year, Texaco earned 273 
million dollars; that is 27 million dollars they can 
give away every three months! If they gave us one
tenth of that and we invested part of that back in 
Texaco, we don't want to be too obvious about 
exploiting the system, we could guarentee dividends 
of over 200,000 dollars a year. That could mean a lot 
to a school with a disgressionary budget like ours. 
Let's think about it for a minute. We could send our 
performance companies on tours around the 
country, or provide spaces for senior openings in the 
middle of Soho. We could provide grants for senior 
projects. We could hire more faculty, ten or twenty 
the way we pay them. I got it, we could start an 
Urban Studies program. Or just pay the faculty we 
have better. We could improve our support services, 
or buy equipment for the'Video Center. We could 
even build a mono-rail from the Pub to the New 
Apartments. 

President Grebstein courts Nestles. I know that 
Nestles is involved in dirty deals in the third world 
countries. They are not exceptional in this regard, 
all of these corporations are inolved with dirty deals, 

stars than I ever imagined existed. 

I sat in the very front Of the boat. The resl of my 
party sat in the covered rear section. Our boatsman, a 
native Peruvian, had-never been this far, bUI the 
thought of 250 American dollars rested his worst 
fears. Literally within ten minutes, we were in Ihe 
middle of the heaviest rainstorm I have ever seen. I 
struggled to find my poncho, because I was wearing 
my only shorts and a t-shirt. The crew remained 

, inside and dry. I wore my trusty headlamp, and sal in. 
the rain to spot whatever needed to be spoued. . 

I was waiting for the captain to declare the. 
mission insane, but the "Big $250" was probably 
flashing in his skull at this very moment as I sal up 
there like a wet rat, trying real hard to laugh. You 
couldn't see squat in front of us, until you were 
already about "to hit it. And sure enough...Itried 10 

,.tell our greedy boatman to make a wild righi, bUI 
then again, he speaks Spanish and I scream English. 

'800M! I thought "Gilligans Island" was aboultO 
become an everyday reality. 

Luckily we managed to survive. Peca was worried 
about the gas now, so we slowed to a crawl. I was 
worried about my future, but that's nothing new. I 
reminded myself that this was an adventure. And 
quite possibly the highlight of my life, with the 
exception of when I win the lottery, which of course 
I will because I am very lucky. As quickly as it came, 
the storm had passed. Crazy I?lac~, the Amazon. 

A fish jumped in the boat. So what else is 
new ... I'lltell you what else is new. Roaches Ihesize 
of pickles, spiders the size of beer coasters, snakes .he 
size of fire hoses, fish the size of dogs, men the sizeof 
children (that's one thing that is actually smaller 
than it is in the States ... people) ... and for what? Why 

'the Hell am I here? To make a film? About a 
monkey? That's right! I'm here to make a film about 
a monkey. A furry, cute, and often times funny Hille 
monkey. For this, and... to have my mind opened up 
with a jackhammer. .. to expand my horizons, to 
broaden my scope, to better my personage, to 
advance my career. .. to ... to ... there better be mme 
reasons than that...oh yeah ... to gel to Peca's place, 
which I did, because that is where I sit right now, ina 
Jungle-front shack. Peca has a pet oselot, which is a 
wild cat (sort of a small tiger) with a big growl and 
long sharp claws. Here little Kitty! That doesn't 
work does it? Peca has a battery-run stereo, and an 
impressive collection of classical music. Peca's 
place. Mosquito village is more like it. i'm Filet 
Mignon to every insect in the book, but I love it. Jam 
here. I have made it. I have reached the jungle. 

whether in South Africa or soulh of the border. 
The United Negro College Fund, for example, 

survives by getting on it's hands and knees and 
begging every year; and people give them money. 
They do it because it is tax deductible and it's good 
publicity. Institutions like the Carnegie MeJlon 
Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation aild Ihe 
Ford foundation are the pillars of philanthropy in 

, this country, and their money' was made in dirty 
deals around the globe. The United Negro College 
Fund does not refuse to take their money beCause 
they have racist mentalities which allow them to 
invest in South Africa. They are struggling with 
survival and meeting the very real needs of black 
men and' women living in conditions of poverty and 
oppression in'this country. 

Reasoning from another perspective, we should 
boycott Purchase and refuse to receive financial aid 
because our federal government is supporting dirty 
deeds in South Africa, EI Salvador, Nicaragua, 
Guatemala, Chad and others. So the idealism which 
prompts one to say we shouldn't accepl money 
because it comes from immoral men pales when we 
consider what our survival necessitates. 

We are in a desperate situation, the larger moral 
issues must be decided at a later time, when we are 
stronger and surer. There is no question that the 
state has lost sight of moral priorities with regard to 
higher education; and this is a legitimate cause for 
dismay. The tradition of quality education which is 
accessible to all people is the very cornerstone of the" 
dream of American Democracy. Within that 
tradition, the practice of serving the needs of the 
di versi ty of people, both the scientists and the artists, 
black persons and white persons, heterosexuals and 
homosexuals, gives life, texture, color and light 10 

that dream. We have been fortunate to have 
wi tnessed some of that here; but if we forget, evenfor 
a moment, that these things are the result of struggle, 
it all will be lost. We cannot wait for a more 
sympathetic time. Take the money and run. 
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The Day AfterThe Sanctity of T. V. 

. The day after 
by Barrett Gross 

1was not feeling very well when the movie began, 
1m! I felt much worse a short time later. Reheated 
spaghetti and the after-effects of too many beers the 
Disht before were the major culprits, although 
major emotional crisis were alsoat hand. The movie 
was. of course, The Day After, the controversial 
'l!Ievision movie depicting the effects of a nuclear 
waron Kansas City. I watched it alone in my living 
mom, as my small black-and-white television 
miRed to the receive the VHF signals from WARC
TV, New York. 

Television is an incredibly powerful force in our 
society, and combined with the emotional impact of 
nuclear war, The Day After attra:cted a television 
audience estimated at 100,000,000 people. This made 
it the twelveth highest-rated television program of 
all time. The movie was ostensibly about what 
would happen to Kansas City in the event of an all
out nude-dr war between The United States and 
Russia. 

The critical point in the movie came the moment 
'thtcharacters saw that the nuclear missiles had been 
1imI, as they realized that most of them were going to 
die. As I watched I uncounsciously left my chair and 
moved t.oward the screen; I did not realize that for 
le\'rral moments I was kneeling in front of the 
teltvision set, just a foot away, as if I were praying to 
1ft altar. 

When I did realize, I was embarrassed; I had never 
prayed on my knees before in my entire life, and here 
I was prayi ng to a damn television! This reflection 
was an epiphany: the television is perhaps the most 
5aCItd object I have known in my entire existence. 

Ihave alwa) ,watched my fair share of television; 
my interest began in my se!1ior year of high SChOoi 
when I allempted to do a research paper on "the 
hislory o( mass media." I wound up reading a lot of 
books about TV by Eric Rarnouw and Marshall 
McLuhan, learning about television's "Golden 
Yra,," and it's "window to the world". 

-Faculty hA,. 

1 think I see television coming of age as a quasi
.religious force in our society with The Day After; it 
bears a close conceptual resemblance to biblical 
parables about the world perishing by fire. My 
observation is that I am not alone in denoting a 
sacred status to television; a recent article in the New 
York Times Sunday Magazine contained an article 
which suggested that television programming has 
replaced our churches and schools as the primary 
source of information, for children, about the world 
today. The reaction of this campus to the public 
showing of The Day After was a standing room only· 
audience at the gymnasium, and hundreds, perhaps, 
thousands, of other mass viewings took place across 
America the evening of the broadcast. 

Nuclear war unquestionably means death; in the 
face of nuclear war, in the face of death, we have 
turned not to our traditional houses of worship, but 
to our television sets. The fact that so many of the 
mass viewings"took place in churches and temples is 
ironic when we recognize that our society has 
spurned the faith that these institutions have to 
offer. In its place it has accepted the "reality" of 
television broadcasting instead. 

Death is not the only subject which has attracted 
massive congregations to their televisions sets; ' 
nonetheless, war is the biggest ratings winner in 
history. The highest rated program in the history of 
television, watched by half of the population of 
this country, was the final episode of M·A·S·H. It is 
ironic that a program so abhorrent to war was so 
popular in our country, whose heritage is based on 
military might, but that is how the magic of 
television works. The guilt from a million deaths in 
two wars' in Asia was painlessly, humorously 
eliminated from the national psyche by watching 
Alan Aida suffer a nervous breakdownJor two hours 
on television. 

Another big ratings winner was the mini-series 
Roots, which functioned as a psychological escape 
for a nation which failed II) establish racial equality 
for more than a century after it was legislated by 

Is no longer a day 
Rlackness around us 
The smell of burning flesh 
And decay. 
Is that a bird? No 
Just a paper fluttering through the air 
The bird is lying on the ground, 
He is dead. 
Dead as my friends 
Dead as my neighbors 
What am I doing? 
I am alive. 
Aiive to death. For 
Death is now my companion 
Where are the missing people? 
Did they truly exist? 
What more, now! 
What hath man done. 
For shame, Through all eternity!! 

by Eileen S. Greene 

congress, and had by some measures stopped trying. 
Phenomenal ratings for professional sports events 
on television often testify to the violent, competitive 
morality we embrace as a society. 

Most confusingly, there is a yery thin line between 
reality and fiction in the world of television . 
M·A·S·H and Roots are based on real historical 
'events, but they are purely fictional programs. Many 
television programs are fictionalized docu-dramas, 

. which take real historical chardcters and rewrite 
their histories in an attempt to gain respect for 
television as both a dramatic and an historical 
medium. How would an unsupervised child know 
that the mini-series Kennedy was not actual footage 
of the life of the ex-President? Would it matter if he 
or she did? The Day After, every child who watched 
knew, was not a real historical event. Rut thousands 
of them believed that it would one day become one. If 
it does, there will be no one left on this earth left to 
watch the slow-motion replay. 

Surprised by Grace:Humanity's Defense 

by Christine Grontkowski ' 

Surprised by Grace-a less then rigorous excursus 
into the mind-body problem: 

One of the persistent problems of philosophical 
Ihinking (ancient, modern, and contemporary) has 
bren the relationship between mind and body 
within the ,human person. Although we recognize 
that we have many structures and functions in 
common with animals:we perennially have wanted 
10 say what it is that distinguishes us from other 
rorrns of life. More recently, since we have invented 
machines which perform some of the same mental 
oprrations which we perform, we also want to 
dislinguish ourselves from "artificial intelligence". 
We devole a great deal of energy defending our · 
intuition that somehow our consciousness is 
different, from that of animals on one hand, and 
(rom that of machines on the other. 

One way of investigating the question is to define 
some memal operation which we do perform and 
then try to show that that operation cannot in 
principle be performed by an animal or a machine. If 
we could show that there is some type of mental. 
operation peculiar to human beings, we could 
confidently label it as a distinguishing characteristic 
of human consciousness. So far as I know the 
literature, all attempt~ to show that "conscious 
activity" is peculiar to humans, have failed. It is at 
least in principle possible (if not,indeed, in fact) for 
Ihose activitieS to be be performed by sophisticated 
machines. llmil we do sort out some mental activity 
of ours which is not replicable in such a way by a 
programmable entity, we endure the intuitive 
discomfort which results from our not quite , 
knowing what human consciousness distinctively 
iJ. 

Needless to say, there are many attempts to define 
consciousness, then, nor strictly as some cognitive 
ability but as some distinctive emotional capacity or 
to relate It to human emotional development. 
Whatever it is, ,tlld while some of us find it 
manageable to think we might not ever find such a 
characteristic, most of us secretly hope that there is 
ODe, or perhaps several. 

If I could have my choice of characteristics to be 

word I shall call "grace". The O.E.D. gives nineteen 
or so definitions, none of which quite points up 
what I want to emphasize about this quality. The 
English word derives, of course, from the latin gratia 
which in turn is a translation of the Greek charin. It 
means "favor", "gracious gift", "blessing". Noneof 

~ those is quite what I mean either. Those are all 
usually conferred by some deity, king, or noble. 

The." grace" in my catalogue has something more 
in common with the grace note in music. The beauty 
of form, the structure; the harmony are all there 

. independently of the quick little musical gesture 
which we call a "grace note". What th...r adds is 
something unexpected which touches lightly upon 
the already established form. Again, my concept of 
"grace" has something in common ' with the 
Aristotelian concept of "equity". This is a ' 
characteristic of social and judicial behavior which 
goes just a little beyond justice. Justice establishes 
the form within which each human being is 
properly regarded. Equity requires a look at the 
'~pecial circumstances of a particular case. 

"Grace", for me, carries the connotation of an 
'action which is not necessary to the structure or 
function of our human endeavors. The forms of 
social action, the broader or narrower confines of 
human relationships, are fairly well understood. 
Even courtesy, that gloss which makes sociarforms 
bearable most of the time, has its own structure. 
"Grace" is something wholly unexpected which 
surprises and delights us. It crops up in appropriate 
but unanticipated places and moments to remind us 
that we are not simply adhering to form. We are 
capable of recognizing, receiving, and sometimes 
giving small gestures of graceful surprise, the "grace 
notes" of human intercourse. 

Examples of grace which I have recently observed 
on campus: 

1) The music students' brass ensemble took time 
on very short notice from their own demanding 
schedules to play at a luncheon given by L&S faculty 
as part of a workshop for local high school teachers. 

2) A new Dean gave credit for a good idea at a 
public gathering to an old Dean who was not present 

card that said "From my first paycheck with thanks 
and appreciation." 

4) A student who had stayed up all night to 
prepare for an oral exam took one look at my 
exhausted face on the afternoon of an impossibly 
frenetic day last week and said, "Would you rather 
reschedule this?" . 

5) A colleague, already badly over-extended, 
accepted three more advisees simply because I asked 
her to do so. 

6) A student returned an item I had loaned her on a 
day when I had a cold. Reside the item on my desk 
was an orange: peeled in a star pattern, sectioned, 
reassembled, and topped with its precisely detached 
cap, the most elegant offering of Vitamin C I have 
ever seen. 

There's no way that I could prove that such 
actions could not be performed by animals or 
machines. I only suggest that whatever it is we 
someday settle on as characteristically defining 
human consciousness, it will somehow include our 
ability to treat our fellow human beings with, to 
recognize and continue to be surprised by, grace. 
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"Ronald Reagan he's no 
good, send him back..." 
To the Editor, 

Coming to the defense of Dinah Gieske, the more 
prominent cheer at the March in Washington was 
" Ronald Reagan , he's no good, send him back to 
Hollywood!" The slogan written on our placards 
"vas: "Stop U.S. intervention in Central America", a 
not so catchy phrase. Dinah is a wonderfully 
valuable person, and I had no wish to slander her. 

Also: the veterans confiscated Brandens' staff from 
him,. before allowing him to enter their memorial. 
Tommy and Tina were attacked by seagulls, and 
later in the evening we discussed . the human 
condition today, with the result of everyone begging 
me not to become " just a secretary" after school, at 
which point we all "disbanded to raid a public park 
for firewood . Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 
Maggie O 'Hanlon 

Freshmen Studies: 
A Real Mind-Stretcher 
To the Editor, 

I write this letter in the hopes that it will not be 
construed as an attack on underclassmen. I am 
writing to possibly better mine and everybody's 
educational experience here at Purchase. The 
freshman studies labs seem to be unsuccessful at 
holding the attention of each and every freshman. I 
don ' t happen to think this is the fault of the lectures 
(although some have been much more interesting 
than others), ' but the . fault of the students. It is 
absolutely reprehensible that about half the 
audience, at any particular lab, is busy talking, 
playing games, or serving to distract anyone else that 
has a desire to hear what the speaker has to say. The 
lecture that I heard today was not only beneficial to 
the work that we are doing in class, but also had an 
effect on how I look at the society we live in. We are 
finally out of high school where we have always said, 
"Tell me how trigonometry is going to help me or 
make me a better person in any way shape or form in 
my life." We finally have a chance to stretch our 
minds in a way we never had before. Please don't 
blow this! I know that this is practically the last in 
the lab series, but that's not the point. If we should 
become just another ignorant and passive 
generation that only jumps when they see nuclear 
holocaust on television, then we too will become just 
as close-minded as so many that have gone before us. 

Sincerely, 
Eric Marc Cohen 

The Nuclear Education 
Committee Stands Up 

To the Editor, 

As the television production "The Day After" 
showed, we live in a nuclear age. This age was 
ushered in with the dropping of the bomb at the end 
of World War Two. While there have been benefits 
from nl,lclear technology, (nuclear power and with 
the splitting of the atom, medicine). This age will be 

• , '!' 

chiefly known for its weapons. The bombs that were 
inflicted on Hiroshima and Nagasaki leveled these 
cities. Those weapopns are considered simple and 
antique by today's standards. Since the forties, we 
have consistently outdone ,ourselves in "building a 
better mousetrap". In other words, an ultimate 
killing machine. Not only can we destroy our 
enemies, but ourselves and the world as well. It isn't 
enough that we can destroy the world just o.nce, .but 
that we possess the ability to do it roughly forty times 
over. It has to stop. 

Recently, the Student Union formed the Nuclear 
Education Committee. This committee's purpose is 
exactly as it states. We are here to educate the public 
at large on the nuclear question and the horrors of 
nuclear war. It is our intent to always be educational, 
but we also will be political when necessary or 
preferable, We are at present time attempting to 
establish ourselves and our objectives, We welcome 
any member of our community that wishes to join 
us, because only with support can we hope to shed 
light on this serious issue. 

The issue at hand is that we must show to 
government offi"ials that nuclear war is not 
winnable, and that policy reflects these notions, To 
sum up this philosophy, I use the words of Ralph 
Waldo Emerson. Emerson stated that, "The power 
which resides in man is new to nature and no one but 
knows what that is which he can do, nor does he 
know until he has tried." We have shown that we 
have the power to destroy humanity; let 's show that 
we also possess the power to strengthen it. Stand up 
and be counted. 

Sincerely, 
Tom Cullen 

Nuclear Education Committee 
Student Union 

Administrative House 

Cleaning in Order 


To the Editor, 

"Keep 'em in Florida." The words bellowed over 
the phone to a concerned parent, ending her 
converstation with the Financial Aid Office. This 
parent was calling to explain that without aid, she 
will be unable to send her two sons back to Purchase, 
These gentlemen would very much like to stay, and 
pursued ways to be able to do this. Yet, they have 
received a minimum of assistance and a maximum 
of bureaucracy and red tape. With the attrition rate 
as high as it is at Purchase, I wonder why in God's 
name this happens. Maybe it occurs because there is 
more concern for numbers on paper than there is for 
people with problems. 

When I became a student senator, I attempted to 
"hit the ground running." Basically, I wanted to 
accomplish a million things at once. I was soon to 
learn that there exists such things as quorum counts, 
speakers lists, and committee commitments, that can 
be enough to drive a sane person batty, We possessed 
our own bureaucratic system. Fortunately, I have 
come in contact with energetic people, willing to 
work. Student government clubs and organizations 
are working, maybe not as well as people might 
want, but better than anyone can remember. We are 
improving with each week. This is occuring not 
only because of better organization, but because we 
realize that we're working for each other. I think the 
administration needs to realize this also. 

School administration should always remember 
that without students, they have no purpose. Whilt' 
reaching quotas are a fact of life for administraton. 
working for the students, rather than against them. 
must always take precedence. In this day and agewt 

.' need less bureaucracy, not more. 
The more I think about the words, "Keep 'em in 

Florida," the more disillusioned I become. I'd lik~ fO 
ask the administration a little favor. Keep w 
bureaucracy and red tape. I;ve seen enough peoplt 
leave because of attrition, the sfhool doesn't nttd 
people leaving because of a lack of effort (0 kt'ql 
them here. The students need the administration 10 
get it's house in order. Rising to new heights is 50 

much more enjoyable than sinking to new· deptbt 
Sincerely, 

Tom Cullrn 

A well-timed Caliaret; 
Congrats to the G..P:C. 
To the Editor, . 

We feel that last Saturday night's Cabarel. 
sponsored by the General Programming 
Committee, was really a good thing, and calllt 

without too much waiting. It was well-timed in tilt' 
semester, and very much appreciated! WewouJdlikt 
to recognize the people who were responsible forthil 
wonderful event: Sabrina Marshall, Nancy Krisch. 
Barry Gorden, and Sheryl Brynian and all (he other 
people that helped set up, clean up, and make that 
night a highlight of our semester, and one that wiD 
remain in our minds for a very long time. 

We urge the campus community to get involved in 
this :organization, and ' the Student Senal\' 
Association, your arena for ideas and criticisms. 
whereby we could bring more events like the Ont 

which took place Saturday night to a campus t\ij( 
needs ,them. 

.SiJlcert'~. 
Kevin A Swmq 

Vice President of Student Senate ASsocialiCII 
Mag O'HanIOll 

Vice President of Clubs and Org-dniz<ltiolll 

Theatre X: A Needed 
Medium of Expression
To the Editor, 

I would like to strongly object to your decision 
discontinue Theater X, I feel that this being 
creative campus, the students need a publ 
that they feel they can contribute to without 
to be subject to the scrutiny of editors. There are 
places one can express themselves without 
judged. Theater X was one of those places. Ifyou 
that more creativity is needed for the Load it is 
job to recruit. Discontinuing Theater X is not 
to force people to channel their energy in to 
school paper. There is no need to remind you 
first amendment and what it means. And I'm 
you would 'agree that college, especially Purchase. is 
an ideal place for . people to express themselva 
Therefore, I feel it is in the better judgement of .. 
campus that you reconsider your decision and 
Us back our journal. 

Si 
Thomas Wh 

President of the Purchase Student IJ 

Editor-in-C/lief 
Eva Papp 

Viewpoints Editor Sports Editor 
Amy McCoy Laurent Ehrmann-, 

Arts and Features Editor 
Nina A. Leyton 

Design Manager 
Rosanne Lufrano 
Business/ Advertising Manager 

Scott McGaha 

Photography Manager 
John Froats 

Faculty Interviewer 
Beth Schoenholtz 

Calendar Des£gn 
Don Moruzzi 

Bookkeeper 
Vivian Lehman 

The Load 
SUNY Purchase 

Purchase, New York 10577 
.(914) 25J-9097 

Messages, love letters, articles, etc., can 
be left at the information booth at 
Campus Center North, or under our 
door, CCS 0028. 

Contributors: John Goal 
Marianne Morris, Roger 
Kauf man, Bob ESpOSl 
Schwartz, William Jenni 
Ragazzo, Barrett Gross, 
Greene, John Gray, Feinstein, 

mpbell, Jane 
ahon, Julie 

, Sean Stoll, 
I Stein. 

John Halbig, Richard 
Weider, Donna 
Lawrence, Ursula 

. Kevin Swersey a 
Guest Contri 
Grontkowski 
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A Definite Answer, 

But Not the Best 


To the EdilOr, 
Cancelling Theater X was an answer to the lack of 

interest in the paper. It was not the best answer, 
dlough. It is very important for fresh and current 
poetry and stories to be written and' read by our 
ludents. Theater X encouraged this exchange of 
ideas. The magazine may have been too formal, not 
enough people may have been interested ,in handing 
in their ideas and work. If Theater X were closer to 
Purr.hase peoples' hearts and had the support of its 
""i'm. it could work and be important. It is to me. 

Sincerely, 
David Sweet 

Making the Butler 
Student Union Reality 

To the Editor, ' ' 

It seems to me that there is a groundswell of 
interest among all factions of the Purchase 
rommunity regarding the recent editorial proposing 
die Butler Student Union. YAY! Interest is so 
importanuo a project such as this but what is really 
meded is support. Support which comes in the form 
01 money and manpower. I propose that the Student 
body take as it's responsibility the task of supporting 
Ibis cause. 

Can ·the class of 1984 give as it's Senior gift lO the 
tchool a contribution to the Butler Student Union? 
Could a.fundraising series of concerts and events be 
started with the intent of turning this idea into a 
reality? A strong show of support would indicate to 
the powers that be in Albany and elsewhere that the 
students and Suny Purchase are willing in so many 
ways to better their campus and truly instill a sense 
of strong community spirit. 

Would the students on this campus be willing to 
pay a nominal fee for things that have otherwise 
bmt free in the past to support this venture? Are 
there people out there willing to invest time and 
mergy to interest the corporations in the area in 
supponing this? There are ways of getting around 
the fact that we cannot directly elicit funding from 
interested contributors. 

Let's do something about it now. Get something 
down on paper, talk to your friends and teachers. 
Pick the brains of the Faculty and Staff surrounding 
you. We can do this. We shall make the Butler 
Student Union a Reality! 

Sincerely, 
Sabrina Marshall 

as Herself 

Pride Gone Putrid: 
Reflections of an Alum 
To the Editor, 

I would like to communicate some reflections 
stirred by the alumni newsletter which I found-in my 
mail today. 

My first reaction was surprise that I am still 
receiving it. I had already decided against the 
renewal of my membership in the alumni 
association when it came due last May. One of my 
hopes was that newsletters would stop arriving. For 
their substance made painfully clear that my worst 
fears for Purchase were becoming reality at a rate of 
swiftness that was itself alarming. 

The current newletter underlines my judgments 
about Purchase, and my desire not to hear anymore 
of what was becoming of an institution that had 
aroused hopes of academic freedom in so many, only 
to shrink from its initial commitments, convictions 
and forms when the time came for the redoubling of 
its original affirmation. I refer particularly to its 
report on the "Presidential Leadership Forum." 
The cast of speakers sponsored by this "forum" is in 
itself certainly a caus'e for outrage, in view of its 
single-minded endorsement of points of views 
which, to put it modestly, are inhospitable to the 
values which my alma mater once presented. 

BUI to add to this indiscretion the failure to 
endorse it as a purely institutional affair, to accept 
the sposorship of a cast of corporations which 
represent the most vile of societal interests, and to 
endorse all of that in the name of SUNY at Purchase 
is more,really, than is tolerable in view of the origins 
and t~ original goals of the institution. Purchase 
has become seemingly just one more college to add 
its name to the roster of colleges which exist 
ancillary to and on terms of the modern corporation, 

with all that that implies as far as freedom of 
thinking and dialogue are concerned. 

One could perhaps have accepted, or at least 
tolerated in some manner, some conservative 
tendencies in a school in today's world, some 
retrenchment from the original radicalism expressed 
in its early history (until 1979). But one sees rather a 
positively eager embrace of a purely assimilationist 
position with reference to the economics and politics 
of the present scene. That is unacceptable and 
intolerable. I am sure good things occasionally 
happen at Purchase even now. But there is a gulf 
wider than imagination permits between occasional 
good thi'ngs, and the means of achieving them, 
which is expressed by associating with and 
accepting support in any way from the likes of a 
Nestle corporation, or A.T.T. This is after all the 
corporate use of a "humane" institution for the 
puposes of its own unseemly public relations. I 
nurture the hope that there is a student some place 
poised among the bricks who realizes that there is 
life beyond Melvin Laird, and maybe even a whole 
pocket of students who will realize, as earlier 
students at Purchase realized, that the only authentic 
leadership can come only from themselves. Until 
this becomes a positive plague on the likes of those 
who, whatever their multifarious methods, attempt 
to convince students otherwise about the nature of 
leadership, I would be immensely gratified if I no 
longer am assaulted by continuing bad news of the 
alma mater of which I was once so proud. 

Sincerely, 
Robert Sandgrund 

Why Hatchett Again? 

Enough of Racism 


To the Editor, . ' 

This letter is directed toward the Black Students 
Association on th~s 'campus. I question the decision 
made by the BSA to bring John Hatchett, a known 
racist, back to Purchase again this year after ' he 
publically offended professor Martin Lewinter 

, during his lecture last spring when he was brought 
here on behalf of Black Pride Week. 

Is equality" racial or otherwise, a result of all 
people working together, or seperate minority 
groups speaking out against the so called majority? 
Is it not better lO attempt to educate this majority, 
.rather than using the same ugly tools which they 
have used on us, to "give them a taste of their own 
medicine"? I think that by now all of us have been 
made aware that this is just not the way things work, 
and that when this type of attitude dOes prevail it is 
often not in the best interest of any group. 

There is just one question I want answered: Why 

Hatchett? Taking Thomasina Hutchins' letter 
(appearing in a spring issue of The Load), into 
consideration, with the understanding that, ' yes, 
black students, or any other students, should be 
exposed to as many viewpoints as possible, why the 
same racist again this year? Why during Kwanza? I 
would appreciate a response from the BSA on this, 
for I am not quite sure I understand what is going 
on. I would like to get the facts straight, unlike John 
Hatchett. I am concerned and puzzled. 

Sincerely, 
Nancy Krisch 

Guilty 
Until Proven Innocent 
To the Editor, 

I'm writing to you regarding an article written 
about a fi~ht at the New Apartments on October 
eighth. A few of the more perinent facts were 
overlooV~d', intentionally or unintentionally, 
swaying lhe tone of the article against myself, Bill 
Fien. For example the facls that: 
I) I was initially attacked by two big men. 
2) The first punch was thrown by the other party. 
3) I was assaulted several different times during the 
altercation by al least two or three persons at the 
same time. 
4) The other parties would not cooperate with the 
authorities and continued to harass myself and 
others even after I sought refuge in an open 
apartment. 

An article on the front page of a paper should list 
~II of the facts, not just the ones which strengthen a 
writers' slOry. I wonder why the names of lhe other 
parties were left out and why mine was used so 
flippantly. Why was I referred to as ex-student Bill 
Fien and not graduale or alumnus! 

I have had many unfair accusalions unduly and 
unjustly made against me, and indeed I will not back 
down from the truth. I feel with all the strength of 
my conviction that I was and am right. I demand 
lhat a correction be primed on the front page so that 
my name will be cleared. 

I also very recently received a bill charging me 
with half the COSl of a window that was broken, by 
my head, when I was shoved against it during the 
third. assault. Out of principle, I have lOld the Dean 
o( Students that I refuse to pay, since I was the victim 
in this matter. The Dean then stated that I was 
Persona Non Grata until further notice. I wish to 
make this injustice open and public. I accept the 
punishment and will make no compromise until my 
name is cleared of lhis matter. 

Sincerely, 
Bill Fien 
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r---=---~=------------""""---'1T0 Steve, Paul & Carlos- I 
I " II think a simple thank-you and I ...._"~~~~ ~ ~(by9t (

love you says it all. Take care of 

- 1W&<v'1?£ ooor:'1'! n.wlce' NIOR'E Ft.w \


yourselves. I'll miss you! '\
-rHIW .... T\J13 OF' PIi!""'I!' ",",>IT,.!! 

My love always, 

~ 

*)
Dear Bips, Sandeee ~*If I weren't distracted by ill 
your ass all the time I'd ).. 
probably send you a rose. 
Know me. - Bubka ~ o 

Obituary Notice ,... 

Abraham fosenblatt- Beloved -< _ cc "l:s "l:s 'I> 


and devoted husband. of Fanny; rC .~ ~ ~ ~ g. ::.5 i 8. I Dear Edualc, 

-CC~.J:::..: ~oIhGld oIl. 

father of Leonard, Ra p, a ys J1l 0 "l:s .; ~ ..... ~ 0:: oS Gl f Don't be depressed that no IDIIC 

and Alvin; grandfather of_ -.5 ~ i: ~ ~ .-. 51 lIeavesyoumessages.Nooneleavca 
M 'I P Ali M k d 'I> E '- '- I:: _ '0 ~ c:I. ~n yn, eter, ce, ar an E 'I> .., ~ ~ g ; 8 \ me messages either, and 1 wort 
~Ichele; gr~at grandfather .of 8 ..() ~ ~ .~ ~ ~~ = ~ I here. At least you get apples in 
Tiffany, MISSY, Muffy, Skip, - ~ ~ cc;:s .J::: " '0';:: d I 

Scooter, Chip, B.J. and Buzz. ~ ~ 0 ~ R .':: -:; :.= (your un erwear. . 
Church services will be held '1>': I:: g, ~ ~ == .8 '-. Cheers to the tough life 
today, (1 :30 pm.) at Our Holy ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ g 1~ B ' Une autre T.A. 

II Mother of. Nebulous Divinity I'" ~ R'§.-; ~ ~;. U 0 ~ 
=--- followed by mterment at Gates of ~ C5' i:: 'I> ~ I:: • ~ or.: e To my looney-roomy,~ III 

P II Ce t 'I> O:S:-\C . .,"!<-,o I Do .... ::!! 0 Q., •
MR.t\WD ~.A.I>.I.tbSF wi;rcft ''.5PLJt7 bOLD~ erpetua nterment me ery. ~ ~.:::: .. 0.., ~ :s ::E i ~ . I'm gon~a miss We~nesdayand 

D Ce '1' Betslta- ..c Sunday nights, laughing thr(lugbear CI la, . F ' f 1 I II 
rsula, Mad, - . Departure is a wound no one FlemlOgton urs IS or sa e. ca ~ ~ Western UV, the F.B.I, and 'you. 

Here is some calypso poetry. I Merry Christmas! I loveyoU/IJ can heal, memories are treasures Jefrando, Joseando, Esteban and ~ f! Thank God for Macey. With lo~ 
thought you might be able to work we make it now, .nothing will no one can steal. _ - Frank. Betsdee la~d here we come! ] ~ from your bitchy, "wimp-bodied-, 
it into your paper somewhere. stop us! Except, oj course, t.fC)£sttOE, HOE.'.' ~ove, I love you, Sandnta I ~:'9 ~::!: unlooney-roomy. 
The Moon is round in the heaven your mother... ,Ur" "Oal} RI2 D2 z ~ zO .., CI '1::1 .. :::- _ <:l-'" .... I:: ,. ...... 

- .' ...... t:I:I v,'(:j.. V) -. ;00;.: I:: CI - . \.,';:s -.; -;,!
CJia-Cha H I W t d Announcements -'TJ ttl ~ c::." ~ ~ ~ ." C '" So ,,' ." ~ J: iii

I dance around the fire Cha-C.ha e p an e , !; '-I ~ ~. So ~. ~ ~ ~ ... [~ i:i ~ i\ ;q 
" ' . . D' f D '1 D t ... .... ":::-." -. :to 3 0 - - _ ~ ...A wait my true IQves return Cha- I. Assistant to Corporate Art SerVlce. .1. on t orget to see ram, JI escen on ~ .~ § CI 3 CI ." ~ ~ ~ ~ . :I ~ 

CLa ' Framing Matting Mounting. Flexible days December 20th and 21stat 3 pm t08 pm, both ~ _ ;:...- g ~ 3 0 ~ ~ ." a~!t 
TI " , , • h s· . S d' . th d =t:I:I ;:: 0 ..... ::::'15 ." _.;:S .. ::::.. " tAndrumbaallthewhileCha-Ch, andhours. Rateofpayopen. (4-8hrs.weekly) da~s,.mt e. eru~ractmg tu 10m e ance >~ is''' ~"='I::I~ ~'::-.~i:S' ~"~ 

2 Art Seller Flexible days and hrs. Pay on buIldmg. Tickets at the door. A Purchase <~~ l:1 is'..2 .. 0 :to ~ " !:l :::- ~oq ~:t-To Haria, AG and RR, I . . d . (!11 ~' ." -,'" ~ "= ." -.;; ,.." ~ ~ '<: ..commission basis. . Underground Stage Pro uctlOn. ::: 0 ;"= "= fl "= ~_::= c ~ '6 :! 3 3~ I)Here's to almost tbe end! T~nks 
3. Free Lance Paste Up and Mecharucals. 0 0 ~~ g ~ g §. ~ ~ 0 § _ ~~. Ci' ~ 

go to J.e. Superstar and~. for . ::a(!11 00 :--'O ... :::; ... . O_ ... oqO."OII::J1)Pay negotIable.. Special Features:making this possible!! , ~ 
4. Drivers for local couner company. Must - Full-time on-campus recruiting - Mutual ~ E; ... OQ ~ 

~ ... c.'< C ...P m'l, ... Love, have own car. Flexible days and hrs. 50% of New York _ Mon., Jan. 30, 1984. i =2 is ..... <:l =..0 ~ <:::TIDO"C~• 0 :r o 0 =s:: ..143;14437! JIf'- N commissio~ of fee c~arg~d. . . . _ For Seniors: Once your resume is written, .,. ~ it ?" ~ ~ -:-a~ "' §"Oli'"1~::·
-N 6. Tour gUIdes for hlstonc site. FleXible hrs. we have an "express route" to your carrer . lr"<: ... -N. olD-.;~e 

. d f d' D '1 ~ _ ~ N~~ps-23452! 7?! -I/IJI/ ? Weekends untIl en 0 aca erniC year. al y goals using the Career placement registr.y ~;:s !i UI 10 • ~i»~="~
1D"'«!"1!Opps-1424423! 3! ~ h ' ~-<:l~ 'fo~for summer ~f 1984: $3 ..50 per .r. which is part of "Dialog Computer Systems" ~ : _ ::. ~<:r ~ ;; 0 _::'''C 

To all members of the campus 7. Recreation Aide 10 Medical Center. in California. Students fill out data entry ~ ~ ~ ~ O\~. O~.FEPia10-", g 0 c. .. 0. IWorking with children 12 years old and forms with an $8.00 fee and mail it to the "< ~ :: .g ~ -8. • ... ID III ci'::S 
community:. k ,runder. Sat. and Sun; I to 5 pm. Two weekday . Career placement registry where the ~ ~:. ~ !:= -=~ '~.'<

I would like to as everyone OJ . 6 3 $4 80 h k h ._ ""I <:l ~"'= ... 1Il0="' everungs -8: 0 pm. . . per r. ta e ome · information becomes part of the on-line... '0' 1:1.. ;:s IICI~ ;'if<!O~ g,~you. ifyou could. to drop just one 

dollar in my mailbox. /457. so that 
 pay. retrieval database, for a period of six months'J~ ""I <:l So . "'W ... c;ro 

8. I~terviewers for market research company. This is an international direct-access database ::. b' ~ ~ ~ i a\ >0 &"2'0 . « .. ::so 
fleXible days and hrs. .$4 an hr. to sta.~. used by 10,000 potential employers to search ~ ~ So~ a:.,. 1 (') C !T::r eo~ .I could have thousands of dollars 

. =.... :.which I need and desire. Your tax
9. Sales and ~ashler.. Three 'p~~ItlOns. . out qualified applicants. You are welcome tp ~ ~ ~_ CID"'~_'=... C. .... IIdeductable donations would be so a =- IImmedi~te operungs With possIbIlIty. of investigate this exciting new service in our " . . . \ 

appreciated! Thank you. permanent part-time in 1984 (includmg office _ Career Development Office, campUSI :0 t~e se;:!~ cUlsl~e wh.o :i ~ ~ ~ 
Rosanne Lufrano . . . I d d h $4 h ' sits m ~ TIe CQJetena I ~..c 0 ~mtersesslon). Flexlb e ays an rs. an r. Center South b 12 45 d 1 45 0 .. 

d '1' etween : an: '" .. l; ~ 
To AlI-

See Career Development Officefor eta,s, withhisfriendwhowears '0 ~ 0 ; . 

out fights, but this holiday, 
We have our differences, and fight 

located in Campus Center South. F S I the black leather jacket," I 8... ~ ~ .a 
whatever your religion might be, Lost or a e Get rid of the blonde I c!! ~ ~ :: ~ 

1. You can help Joseph Shimm find himself. 1. For unbeatable savings on: and open your eyes to II e:= -g .; 
You can help him study, cash checks and have - Toyotas, Mazdas, Mitsubishis, Saabs, something new! rllbe \ ~ 0 i • ~ 

let us give that one holiday cheer 
that shows no preference to any 

hmg · , ' .- .... ~ oJe .a social life. If you have found his Purchase Volvos, Volkswagens, Buicks, G.M.C. watc you.-Jromr e :>. '7 ~ • 

one belief. Loooo-oon-ey! 
I.D. you can return itto box 723 or apt. J-I-I- Trucks and Pontiacs another Blonde. ~ C Ii ;- Os g 

, .... Uo >.RhumpusA-OA- A. - Man? makes and models 'of warranteed -g e .~ '0 t '0The Holiday Pig! ..c uu >2. A Grey Eastern Mountain Sports used cars, as well as OQ::T n:EO "''';'..\oCu.c:r:u.! ~~~~::r2.0 _ ~ug", .. oNeal baby- The Happiest of knapsack. Contains my every earthly - Reasrnably priced guaranteed complete ~()::::~!;go ...,~~e~.D 
g ad f Y'I1 be . d possession, and then some. If found, please repairs and bodywork for your current car o'::::~ aDo 

c'< .-~ () . .~ ua~ons. ou nusse. return to The Load office or drop a note in Call Joe (anytime) at 253-9783 or stop by at !" 0 ~ ~ () To "A FrantiC Juruor
ove, anc, Dearest Edualc, box 2652. . J-I-I-A n the old apts. I ~ ~ ~ ;:! ~ who wrote me anony

..... -~::l . ' 
C- I» Z ~ > -. mously: Please contacta....c! urs,~C\\.: Tbere most cert;Unly are people i .Don't Miss!!!! ~ ;; 0:'" ;.; me at Ext. 5937 or'in 

wh0111eave you notes. The Losers Club had a meeting on performance play "= ~ ! ~ ~ Humanities, Room 2012.* A 
o __ I»Dec 4 at 9:00 pm. The place was ' 1::01»'-_.::T..... Dee MooanIi .

love, . ~ ... =--My Dearest Vivian; packed but no one of importance Decemb~r 15 and 1~, .12 .? -:... ~ Do Campus OmbudsmanPenelope & Pepe#Sleepless nights canno~ showed. noon In HumanItIes 

adequately express my (Claude's friends)_ 
 To the RA of C-2, Theater.... . ,....J-.u.rr--:-=cw~..,.~-=-,.."..------~---------,rn;:;.."....-.I1I-=

feelings for you- Dina Friedman hurry home! I came by to "honor you with my

'tl \/ pU· Uo Purchase isn't the same without pleasures.. ." 
 I love you,.. -r r you. 

-S-

ISABP!10 H AddgH P~J~~ 
Nicole, 

I never believed more in "I'm~ 
strong and corageous and not 

7.QrIrR ~Uff CO~~WQfi= . . 
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NX~A
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~ 
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afraid of change," I love you! I' 

could wait till next week... ...-Sam 


. The Holiday Gala...just show up 
(Black tie). 


Cary will be there. 

Rock will be there. 

Clark will be there. 

And /'II be there. 
Will you be there? 


The Holiday Gala, 12/14, 8:30 in 

the PAC. 


All are cordially invited to listen to 

tbe "sorcerers apprentice" on 590 
 4Ir1l'l,,~~ /FW/f \ V III I$Y!1£J} !
WPUR, II-lam this monday as be 

lays down tbe rock re&ardless of 
 ~~ flE/..b I'IJJ,..%'5.H.r. 

race, ale, or social studlo&. 

http:da~s,.mt
http:Cha-C.ha

